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FOREWORD

The CASE institute for Research and Development in Occupational Edu-
_____

cation (IRDOE) has been involved in the conduct and evaluation of computer-

assisted guidance projects for several years, concerning itself with studies

of both feasibility and impact. Among the motives has been the belief that

the schools and colleges need a more econemie means of delivering occupational

information, in addition to the students' needs for interactive systems to

facilitate their data manipulation to enable more appropriate decision-making.

ConAderable success was evidenced in our efforts with high school

populations, and there was every reason to assume that similar benefits would

accrue to community college students in their quest for mcre and better

information relative to their occupational education options. In our first,

year's program with four community colleges in the City University of New

York, utilization was disappointing when compared with five high schools'

utilization in a preceding year. This report deals with efforts in the second

year of operation, using different administr.ative approaches, to improve

utilization. Readers interested in pursuing similar activities, or those who

can share their own experiences, are invited to contact IRDOE.

Lee Cohen
Director, IRDOE
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ABSTRACT

The 1975776 year was the second year of a demonstration of the feasibil-
ity of a computerized retrieval system for providing occupational and
educational information to students in City University of New York community
colleges. Although first year results were encouraging in terms of counselor
and staff reactions, the amount of computer use was moderate at best. For the
1975-76 year, three of the four original colleges were retained in the demon-
stration (the college with the lowest usage was dropped); another CUNY
coumunity college was added; and a fifth project site was created at the
Continuing Education Center of one of the participating colleges. The adminis-
trators at the five project sites, as last year, were responsible for assuming
Sonte .CO.Sts, and for assigning staff to supervise the project's day-to-day
activities. The project coordinator at each site was either a member of the
counseling department, or worked very closely with counselors.

In the:ten months of operation during 1975-76, the computer was used at
the five sites by 1165 different students a total of 1786 times. Considering
only the performance of the three colleges involved in the demonstration both
years,use of the computer in the second year increased by 93%.

Site-to-site variations in use were marked. In particular, substantially
less use was made of the computer in this year's two new installations. This
can be explainel by: (1) the feet that an initial low-use year seems to be
cannon before the computer is successfully integrated into the college's
counseling services operation, and (2) the lack of sufficient staff support
and interest at these sites.

Approximately two-thirds of the students using the computer were in
occupationally-related or special programs, as compared to only half last
year. The increase in non-liberal arts users may indicate that the project
priorities were better served. Overall, occupational and college informa-
tion were requested from the computer in equal proportions. .

Combining all colleges, the largest population of students using the
computer (287.) were in their first semester. Many students in special com-
munity college programs made use of the computer, including students in
career classes, women considering re-entry into the world of work, adults
changing careers, and veterans in GED preparatory courses. Many other com-
munity groups also used the computer facilities, such as counselors and
students from public secondary schools.

Different approaches to recruitment were tried including advertisements
in local and school newspapers, posters on bulletin boards, letters to coun-
selors, and special computer demonstrations in heavily trafficked areas. These
special demonstrations and referrals from informed counselors seemed to promote

the most use.
Attitudes towards computerized information retrieval in the area of coun-

,seling were very positive at all colleges. Although many counselors were
directly involved with the project, there were still many people who had
not as yet referred students looking for occupational or collage information
to the computer.

For the future, we suggest trying new methods to involve more counselors.
Also, we suggest implementing a computerized information system in a community
college outside CUNY to discover whether idiosyncracies of this university
systemicontribute substantially to the initial implementation process.

9
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A CONTINUATION OF THE DEMONSTRATION OF COMPUTERIZED OCCUPATIONAL
INFORMTION DISSEMINATION IN FOUR URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Background

The'demonstration of a computerized information retrieval system for

occupational counseling functions began in 1974-75 with a grant from the New

York State Education Department's Division of Occupational Education Super-
_

vision, Bureau of Two-Year College Programs.1 The purpose of the project was

to ascertain whether a computerized program would help fill the need for

vocational information in counseling at the community college level. The second

year, 1975-76, continuation project,2 sponsored by the Bureau of Two-Year

College Programs under the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, sol:ght to

improve on the first year experience.

It is widely documented that students entering community college are

often uncertain of their occupational'plans. If students have elected a

specific course of study, they have often done so on the basis of insuffi-

cient information, and/or because college policy forced a choice of major, at

least as a provisional measure. It is evident that these students--whether

they actively seek it out or not--could profit from vocational counseling.

The availability of computer programs that supply information about

vocations and related training was expected to benefit the community college

counseling department in several ways. First, computers are naturally

suited to tasks of certain kinds, among them the storing of large amounts of

=data that can be retrieved virtually instantaneously. In terms of process-

ing the information necessary for vocational decision-making, a computer can

not only perform the function faster, but also relieves the counselor of the

burden of searching dut information about a large number of options. Thuis,

--the...counselor can concentrate on helping a student make the most appropriate

decisions for himself based on all available information.

It is an added advantage that the novelty of being able to watch a

computer in action would possibly draw students, who might not otherwise seek

A Grant No 75-2-587.

2
New York State Education Department, Bureau of Two-Yea_ College Programs,

VEA No. 76-2-421
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2

out advice, to the counseling office. This would increase the potential

number of students who might be helped with their vocational and educational

plans.

Another virtue of autom ted information retrieval is that the logical

structuring of the computer program forces the user to be equally precise in

requesting information. The computer will:do exactly-what it is told to do,

and any given instruction places immediately visible limitations on the type

of information the computer yields. Thus, the process involved in instructing

the computer to supply information demonstrates the implications of each

instructional step--or in other words, each decision.

For these reasons, as well as the overwhelmingly positive response to

a demonstration in New York City public high schools,
1

in 1974-75 the Insti-

tute for Research and Development in Occupational Education proposed a simi-

lar project infour community colleges in the City University of New York

(CUNY)
2

.

In the first year, four two-year colleges (Bronx Community College, La

Guardia Community College, New York City Community College,and Staten Island

Community College) agreed to participate in a pilot program. The overall

goal of the first-year project was to demonstrate the feasibility of an

automated system in providing occupational information and, if practicable,

to evaluate its effectiveness. More specifically, the objectives were to=

o provide students with a awareness of different occupational
fields and the range of occupations within a general occupational
cluster, through an attractive and motivating approach;

provide students with a decision-making focus or framework for
in-dePth career exploration with a counselor;

relieve counseling staff from finding, collectin and collating
the informational aspects of career advisement; a

assess the use made of a computerized information retrieval
system at the community college level.

The Guidance Information System
3
was leased for the initial demonstration.

Project funds covered all computer-related costs, as well as the management

1B. R. Heller and L. Chitayat, Cam uter-Assisted Guidance in New York City
til_g_h_EEhools: _A Demonstration of Feasibilit and Im act on Students Insti-
tute for Research and Development in Occupational Education, Center for
Advanced Study in Education, City University of New York, in press.
2
B. R. Heller, L. Chitayat, et al. A Demonstration of a Computerized Infor-

mation System in Four Urban Community Colleges, Institute for Research and
Development in Occupational Education, Center for Advanced Study in Education,
City University of New York, #CASE-20-75, September 1975.
3
The Guidance Information System is a product of Time Share Corporation and
the Houghton Mifflin Company.
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and evaluation coats. The participating colleges agreed to provide staff to

coordinate the activities, absorb telephone expenses, and collect data

necessary for the evaluation. A similar commitment was obtained from the

Colleges participating in the second year.

During the first project year, the computer system was used a total of

507 hours, or a rate of approximately two hours a day. The number of different

individual students using the computer facility was 635, and the number of

times these students used the system was 868. The amount of use by each

college differed greatly. One school accounted for approximately half of

the student users. At the other extreme, one

percent of the total number of students using

The wide variability in computer use was

to the way the colleges staffed the proje

released time for the project coordinator

responsibility for the operation was left to

Generally, the students were difficult

college served less than five

the computer during 1974-75.

suspected to be partly rolated

Since no college provided

at several sites much of the

part-time student aides.

to train, and even after repeated

visits by Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education

(IRDOE) staff, used the computer facility in a highly idiosyncratic fashion.

Had the students been more closely supervised, nnd their schedules less

fragmented, use in these colleges might have increased.

The level of use also seemed related to the effort spent by the college

staff to recruit student users. It is particularly important on large and

multi-unit college campuses to make students aware of newly available

services, and where they can go to get them.

, Attitudes toward the concept andsractice of computerized guidance

infOrmation were positive at all.project sites, as indicated by informal

talks with college staff and questionnaire responses from the project coor-

dinators. Feedback from counselors about the quality and usefulness of the

information waa positive as well. From all indications, the computer was

seen as a valuable tool by counselors, whether or not they used it.

The. .1975-19_76_Prolect

The problem IRDOE wished to address in the current, 1975-76, year was

how to increase the use of a computerized system that had generally received

very favorable response, but relatively "little action."

12



Project Objectives. Based on the results of the first year, several

objectives were added:

(1) To design recruitment procedures to increase the use of the com-

puterized system by students in the community colleges;

(2) To expand services to adult populations served by the community

colleges;

(3) To improve other-than-recruitment implementation strategies, such

as the procedures for scheduling student use and follow-up counseling;

(4) To assess the impact of the system on user groups; and

(5) To produce a set of recommendations of strategies for successful

implementation of similar projects at other two-year college sites.

Participating Colleges. As in the first year, all colleges in the

demonstration were community colleges in the CUNY system. Three of the

four schools that participated in the first year were continued in the

second: Bronx Community College, La Guardia Community College, and Staten

Island Community College. The college with the lowest amount of use was

replaced with one new school, Singsborough Community College. In keeping

with the project objective of making the computerized information system

available to adult populations, a fifth site was selected--a Continuing

Education Center of one of the community colleges. The participating col-

leges, as was done last year, were randomly assigned codes A through E to

insure anonymity.

College A, founded in 1957, currently occupies the old campus of a

private university. Slightly more than half of its 13,000 predominantly

Black and Puerto Rican students attend classes on a part-time basis, mostly

during the day. The student body is about evenly divided between career

and transfer programa.

Site B, the Continuing Education Center, is located close to College

A's campus, and boasts of a varied extension program serving communities

throughout the borough. The Center uses an old junior high school building

for offices and classrooms. The approximately 30 courses of study and spe-

cial programs serve a population of 9,000. Most classes are given at night.

lin the body of this report, data from the first project year will be com-
pared to this year's data for the three colleges that Imrticipated in both.
For the rtader who wishes to refer to the first year report, note that
College A in 1974-75 is College A in 1975-76; Colleges coded as Colleges C
and E last year are Colleges D and El respectively, this year.

13
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College C was founded in 1963 and is located in a homogeneous, mostly

white middle-class neighborhood. The college serves about 10,000 students

in all of its programs.

College D is one of the smaller and newer colleges in the CUNY system,

enrolling about 4,200 students. Largely experimental in orientation,

College D is open 24 hours a day and on weekends. Approximately half the

student body is enrolled in career programs, and approximately 607. of the

students attend classes during the evening.

College E is located in an almost suburban setting. The student body

is predominantly white and working class in composition. Approximately 637,

of the total enrollment of 11,000 students are in transfer programs. Day

students comprise 557. of the student body.

Identification of Target Populations. Priorities for students to use

the computer information system were established in accordance with State

Department of Education policy, as they were in the first year. Students

were encouraged to use the computer facility based on the following--listed

from highest to lowest--priorities:

students enrolled in an occupational curriculum desiring to
change those
within a program of study and those seeking alternatives
outside their initial chosen field;

6 students dissatisfied with their progress and/or curriculum
who need additional career counseling;

student "drop-ins," including those in extension programs,
evening programs, etc. who are in need of retraining;

and, if time permitted, dissatisfied students in liberal arts
programs, specifically identified by the counseling staff as
having interest in and potential for success in an occupational
curriculum.

Within this framework, the colleges were to identify subgroups of

students toward whom targeted recruitment drives could be directed. For

example, attempts were made to involve enrollees in special orientation

classes, career or "choice" programs, veterans' programs, and programs for

high school students taking courses at the community college. In addition,

non-matriculated students attending special classes or workshops(e.g. classes

for mature adult women, for high school dropouts) were singled out as

potential target groups that might benefit from the computer experience.

14
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While adults in special programs were to be recruited at all the colleges,

me anticipated they would constitute the major group of users at the Con-

tinuing Education Center.

Community Colle e Responsibilities. As in 1974-75, the community

colleges were responsible for telephone costs. A telephone was required at

each of the sites to connect the computer terminal to the central ccmputer

in New Hampshire. The cost of telephone service averaged $20 per month at

four of the sites. For College E, however, the charge was closer to $100

per month. This was due to the fact that, because of its geographic location

in the city, the telephone number they dialed for access to the computer in-

volved message-unit billing. Since College E used the system regularly, the

amount of the telephone bill caused the administration some consternation

with the result that, at the end of May, they had the telephone disconnected.

In addition to the telephone costs, the colleges agreed to adequately

staff the project. Adequate staffing included the assignment of a coordinator

or liaison who would have overall responsibility for the project's operation,

as well as any paraprofessionals, student aides, or other staff the college

deemed necessary for proper functioning.

The Guidance Information System

The Guidance Information System (GIS) marketed by Time Share Corporaton

(TSC) was used in both years of the demonstration. Since GIS remained es-

sentially unchanged from the first year, little new effort was devoted to

analyzing its strengths and weaknesses. In this section of the report, we

will briefly describe GIS, and provide a short discussion of the results of

the first year analyses. We will, in addition, include new data gathered

this year.

GIS is an information retrieval system that permits an individual user

to ask for information in an interactive manner. There are four files in the

data bank from which a user can request information:

a four-yelr college file, containing information on approximat_ y
1600 colleges in the United States;

a two-year college file, containing information on approximately
1000 junior and community colleges in the nation;

an occupational file, based,on information taken primarily from
the ElEtionar_of 0ccptional Titles (D.O.I,) --this file con-
sists of approximately 1300 of the 20,000 occupations listed in
the P,O,T.; and

15
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e a "prototypical" scholarship file, which has been all but ignored
by almost every high school or college participant. Its useful-
ness is questioned by all, including the system's vendor.

The hardware consists of a teletypewriter terminal located at each site,

which is connected to Time Share Corporation's central computer hy means of

simple telephone hook-up. A person wanting information from the computer

data hank sits at the terminal and types in coded instructions or "commands."

These are transmitted along phone lines to the computer. Output from the

computer is automatically printed on the teletypewriter. Of the 14 commands

by which the user can instruct the computer, only four or five are actually

necessary to be able to retrieve the desired information. The other.commands

enable the user to perform the same functions more elegantly and with a

saving of time.

There are two general modes of inquiry, which we have called search"

and "description." The search mode allows an individual to feed into the

computer those attributes he desires in an occupation or a college; as

output he receives a list of colleges or occupations that satisfy those

requirements. Thus, for example, a user can "search" for occupations that

require two years of training beyond high school, that are in the health

cluster, that need little arithmetic ability, and require motor dexterity.

The computer responds with a list of occupations with these attributes. The

other type of inquiry--description--allows the user to ask for descriptive

information about a specific occupation or college included in the data

bank. Thus, an individual can ask for a job description of a "medical

laboratory technician." (For a more detailed description of GIS, the

reader is-referred to the report on the first year operation.)
1

GIS comes with a User Manual, which explains how to operate the tele-

typewriter terminal, and includes an index of all occupations and colleges

on file in the computer data banks. The LyudentStudGuide defines and

explains the use of the various commands. It also provides a list of

characteristics (i.e., attributes) which can be used in the search for

occupations or colleges one is interested in. Examples of characteristics

for the college files include majors offered, tuition, coeducationl and

sports. Characteristics which define occupations include such things as

occupational cluster, amount of education required, and personal interests.

1
B. R. Heller, September 1975, Rp. cit.



Information assessing the adequacy of GIS for the community college

population was collected in both the first and second year by questionnaires

completed by the.project coordinators, through information Rating Cards

filled out by the users, and by observation. IRDOE was concerned with the

usefulness of the Student Study Guide and User Manual with the ease of

getting information from the computer, and the quality and relevance of the

information.

Overall, the Stude. Stud Guide was not given-a very good rating by

the project coordinators. They found the explanations "complete but con-

fusing," and the format was generally rated "unsatisfactory." One coor-

dinator this year described the format of the Guide as "too dry [and] looks

difficult." Comments about the User Manual were minimal, although one

coordinator suggested that it incorporate more ranedies to be tried when the

system was malfunctioning.

Most of the data describing difficulties in operating GIS is based on

observations. No one had any trouble learning to gain access to GIS, which

consists of dialing the access number, "coupling" (or connecting) the phone

to the terminal, and identifying the legality of the operator by typing in a

password. Most staff had very little difficulty learning what kind of infor-

mation GIS could provide, and how the commands had to be used to access that

information. The length of time, however, needed,to learn these latter

operations varied from "almost immediately to a "week or two of practice."

There were several people that IRDOE trained who never really mastered them.

This was not so much due to the fact that GIS is complex, but seemed to have

more to do with differences in the desire to learn. Certain counselors may

have been afraid that expertise with the system would lead to their becoming the

terminal operator for too many students. Certain student aides never developed

expertise in its use, possibly because of the limited time they spent at the

computer terminal..

In both project years, the coordinators agreed that although not perfect,

the information provided by GIS was basically useful to students. Several

suggestions were given for improving the information ter(better meet the needs

of the community colleges:

The data bank should be regional. Because the information in GIS,
is based on national standards, it includes things which are ir-
relevant or untrue for New York City--e.g., the average entry-level
salaries for occupations, and the amount of schooling required for

17



certain occupations such as nursing. Another consequence of
having a nationally-based data bank is that a great deal of
counselor effort is expended in augmenting the information for
regional consumption.

In addition to information on tha-year and four-year colleges,
the data banks should include other private and public voca-
tional training institutions.

The sample of occupations classified in the occupational file
should be more relevant, should include more commonly requested
jobs (e.g., art therapist, and mental health therapist), and
jobs in emerging fields. The data bank should not include
occupations requiring less than a high school diploma.

The information in the data bank should be updated more fre-
quently. It has been pointed out by liaisons that some schools
are offering several new majors such as Bilingual Education but
these are not included in the college files.

The college files should expand the information needed by
"transfer" students. For example, such students need to know
approximately how many credits are usually accepted by another
institution.

While the adequacy of any specific system in a demonstration project

undoubtedly affects the level of use, it has been our experience that de-

spite its deficiencies, GIS fulfills the purpose well--and illustrates how

computerized information systems for occupational counseling might be

accepted at the'community college. We assume, however, that if the

system was made more relevant to the needs of the college, the quality _of

the computer experience and the amount of use would improve

EVALUATION

The evaluation of this project was designedto provide data describing

the amount of use made of the computer by the participating community col-

leges; the characteristics of users of the system; the usefulness of the

computer information; the effective procedures for the operation at the

college; the effects on students; and the reactions of staff and students.

When comparable data exists, year-to-year comparisons will be made for the

three colleges that participated both years; we will also examine new par-

ticipant problems by looking at the colleges new to the program this year

and comparing them with those continuingfor the second Year.

A total of 58 man-day observation visits were made by members of the

IRDOB staff to the five project sites. These observations had two main

purposes, The first was to obtain first-hand information to supplement what
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was reported on how the program was operating, what recruiting and followup

procedures were being used, which staff was rssponsible for day-to-day

charge of the various functions, where publicity posters were displayed, and

how busy the rooms were in which terminals were located. The second purpose

was to gather reactions from staff and students thraugh less formal means

than "opinionaires."

Information about "mechanical" (or electronic) problems with the hard-

ware were to be reported on a Hardware Monitoring Checklist.
1

The college

staff was to fill out one such Checklist far each day that they were

scheduled to use the computer. The Checklist, which had been designed last

year, indicates either that there were no mechanical problems that day, or

ii problems did arise, of what type and duration. Unfortunately, the col-

leges were very lax about filling these out. Colleges B and C never com-

pleted a form, College A filled out 3, and Colleges D and E filled out 23

and 12, respectively. Although College D completed the largest number of

Hardware Monitoring_Checklists, these represented only 28% of the total

days on which they used the computer. Information about malfunctions had

to be supplemented from other sources, such as the phone calls to IRDOE for

help when equipment failures occurred.

The colleges were supplied with a large number of Information Rating

Cards
2
designed to record feedback on the quality of information. One

card was to be completed whenever a user came across either particularly

poor orvaluable information, or if sameone wanted to comment about altera-

tions that would make GIS more useful. Few Rating Cards were filled out;

we received a total of 11 from all 5 colleges. More often criticisms and

praises were relayed in discussions with IRDOE observers.

Data on the amount of computer time used, the times of day the computer

was in use, the number of users and their characteristics, and the kinds of

information requested, were obtained by means of a Terminal Sicrn-In procedure.

Each person who wanted information from the computer was asked to type in

certain identification directly on the teletypewriter terminal immediately

before use. Everything signed-in in this way was temporarily recorded by

1
A copy of this and all other instruments used in this year's evalua ion

are in Appendix A.

2
See Appendix A.
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the compu er. Through a program modification, IRDOE was able to retrieve

this data which included a second-by-second account of each computer use.

We asked College E for one additional piece of information describing how

each student user learned about the avallability of the computer, so that we

could analyze the effectiveness of the various recruitment efforts.

When used meticulously, the Terminal Si n-In procedure provided ac-

curate and reliable records. It was difficult to make sure that all people

operating the terminal were consistent in signing in user identification;

however, this proved less of a problem this year than last because of

IRDOE's repeated reminders. Another--largely unanticipated--problem was

with the occasional central computer breakdowns that resulted in a loss of

user identification records. In total, records were lost forfive calendar

days.

To as-certain counseling staffs' familiarity with the computer project

and their reactions to it, in late February 1976 a Communiry College

Counselor Questionnaire (see Appendix A) was mailed to all members-of the

counseling departments in Colleges Al C, D, and E. A total of 129 question-

naires were mailed, of which 49 (approximately WO were completed and

returned to IRDOE.

A lengthy Counlelor7Liaison_Questionnaire was mailed to the person at

each of the five sites who had responsibility for the computer project. This

qu stionnaire (see Appendix A) asked about all aspects of program implemen-

tationstaffing, procedures for student recruitment, terminal operation, and

followup activities. We also asked for counselor impressions of student and

staff reactions to the project, and its effects on them. These question-

naires were mailed in May, shortly before CUNY shut down for two weeks with

budget problems. Probably due to the turmoil, two of the five questionnaires

(those from College A and Site B) were not returned to us.

One of the evaluative concerns for this year was to assess how students

were recruited and how students themselves perceived the computer experience.

Rather than relying on staff reports about student reactions, IRDOE developed

two similar forms, a User Questionnaire and a User Interview see Appendix A).

A large number of UserQuesrionnaires were placed near the computer terminal,

at Colleges A, C, D, and E. Fo7r a period of approximately six weekslall

students who came to use the computer were asked by the terminal operator to

fill out a questionnaire immediately after the experience. The only exception
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Ws when an IRDOE staff member was present: in those cases, the LRDOE staff

member would administer the Student Interview instead.

The number of completed User Questionnaires and Interviews fell quite

short of the number expected. Completed forms were available for only 68

students, or 30% of the people who came to use the computer during the period

between the beginning of March to the end of April. When asked why such a

small percentage of users completed the Questionnaire form, we were told that

the terminal operators frequently"forgot to hand them out." We were also told

that students coming to use the computer were often"in a hurry and could not

stay long enough"to answer the questions.

Other problems arose in attempting to administer sufficient numbers of

Student Interviews. The difficulty was that student appointments for using

the computer were scattered throughout the day, and in two colleges, often

stretched into evening hours. Our graduate student observers, able to stay

for only 4 to 5 hours at any onetime, could interview only those students who

showed up during the hours they were observing.

PROJECT IMPTEVENTATION

In this seclon of the report we will describe the scheduling of comput-

er time, the colleges' allocation of staff to the project, the involvement of

staff other than those assigned, and staff training. We will alio present

data on student recruitment and followup activities.

Time Schedule

Arrangements with Time Share Corporation, leasor of the GIS System, were

the same as last year. We leased two access ports to the computer, so that

at any given time, two colleges could use GIS without interfering with one

another's operation. GIS was available, on each port, 22 hours a day, seven

days a week.

IRDOE developed and maintained a calendar, and assigned each college two

weekdays of use, each week, from September through June. The days of the week

that were assigned to each college remained constant: for example, College A

always had Tuesdays and Thursdays scheduled as their on-line days--days they

had access to the computer.

To the extent possible, the assignment of days reflected the colleges'
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choice. Same difficultieS did arise due to the fact that no more than two

colleges could be accommodated at the same time on any one day. We had some

addedJlexibility, however, hy virtue of the fact that we were conducting a

similar project in the New York City high schools, many of whom did not stay

open as,late as did the colleges. We were frequently able to assign a

college "extra" late afternoon time if no high school could make use of it.

The colleges were encouraged to call IRDOE if they wanted to use the

computer at times other than that scheduled. They actually requested extra

tine on a total of 27 different days, for events such as college-wide Career

Days and demonstrations for special classes or workshop groups. Whenever

extra time was requeated, we tried to arrange a trade between colleges--

"We'll give you Friday next week, if you give us Wednesday." This procedure

continued to prove both equitable and effective.
A

Unfortunately, there was not a great amount of use on weekends, even

though two colleges could have used the computer each Saturday and Sunday.

We had anticipated that Site B could use weekends, and had reserved a port

for them on Saturdays, but they never used it. There was some use of .

Saturday time by College DI which used eight different Saturdays for spec al

seminars.

Location of Telet .ewriter Terminals

The location of the computer teletypewriter terminal can make a

major difference in its use. If it is inaccessible to students or others

(particularly non-project sta f who may become interested), use is dis-

couraged. On the other hand, a highly visible location could help to max-

imize use. Terminal noise also needs to be considered, however, since the sound

of the terminal working can be distracting or disturbing to people in the same

roam. Thus, a good location, paradoxically, must combine some visibility
with a little privacy--a situation hard to come by in our over-utilized

colleges.

At College A, the terminal was located in the building where all student-

related services (health services, counseling, and so on) take place. The

terminal was moved from last year's location in the Career Library to the

office of the assistant counselor who was in charge of day-to-day computer

pro ect functions. While the move made it slightly less likely that students
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would walk in and use the computer without an appointment, its proximity to

the Career Library and to all the colleges' counselors were important bene-

fits.

At Site B, the computer term nal was placed in the outer office of the

original project coordinator. It remained there even after the managerial

responsibility for the project was transferred. Since all Continuing Educa-

tion programs were centered in this one building, we must assume that this

location was as good as any other office iu that site.

College C located its terminal in the Career Counseling and Placement

Office. The office, open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., contained College C's career

library as well. The location was perfect in terms of accessibility by

students, but the noise of the teletypewriter annoyed the secretaries and

counselors.

At College D, the terminal was in the Career Advisory Center, which

maintains a library of career and college information. The Center is open

every day and most evenings, and students can use the roam freely. Although

the terminal was in the same location as last year, nearly all the counseling

offices had been moved to another building across the street. This could

have resulted in fewer "spontaneous" uses by students and counselors than was

evidenced in 1974-1975, although it was nOt reflected in batal use which

increased.

College E placed the terminal in the CHOICE Center, in the same place as

last year. It was housed in a small storeroom in the back to minimize the

noise problems and insure privacy for the user. Its visibility was neg-

ligible, and the coordinator felt the location was "crowded and impersonal."

Staff_Allocation

The choice of a coordinator was made by each college administration. In

the three colleges participating in both years of the project (Colleges A,

D, and E), the same staff members retained cverall supervisory responsibility,

although the roles of auxiliary staff changed somewhat.

At College A, the coordinator is a career counselor who supervised the

computer's use, established procedures, and personally operated the terminal

part of each on-line day and onmost special occasions. Responsibility for

the day-to-day camputer operation was given to an assistant counselor whose

other duties included working with the college's Student Volunteer program.

2 3
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College A continued to use work-study and cooperative education students as

aides--we trained two aides during the year--but to the best ofeur know-

ledge, they contributed a negligible a.mount of time.to operating the terminal.

College D began the 1975-76 acadmic year with the same person who was

coordinator in 1974-75. At the end of the calendar year (1975), the college

was . faced with budget problems and she was excessed. In January 1976,

another counselor was assigned coordinating responsibility. In addition, a

cooperative work-study intern Was hired to manage the operation of the

terminal and the other functions of the Career Advisory Center. College D,

having assigned also four student aides to the project during the year, made

the most use of students and gave the operation a strong "peer counseling"

flavor.

College E reassigned last year's coordinator., and added a counselor-

in-training as an assistant. This assistant worked at the college on its

two on-line cnMOuter days, giving the coordinator more time to manage the

college's testing program. Another counselor, who teaches a career planning

course, continued to account for a great amount of computer time, personally

operating the terminal for his students.

At the newly participating Continuing Educe ion Center, Site B, the

responsibility for managing the computer project was added to one person's

already heavy project load. After the_ first WO or so months of their

operation--which first started in December--it became obvious that he had

insufficient time for this project. The Director of the Center hired a

coordinator to work at thd Center three nights a week managing the computer

operation. The new coordinator was an employee of College A who had a back-

ground in counseling and worked in the administration department during the day.

The coordinator at College C was the Director of Counseling and Place-

ment, largely at whose request the college was to participate in the current

1975-76 project. Very early) at the time of the initial training session,

he turned the responsibility for the computer project over to a member of

the counseling staff. The counselor, in turn, transferred the bulk of the re-

sponsibility for the entire operation to a job placement aide hired under the

Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA). During on-line days, the CETA

aide was at the terminal from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. In effect, the CETA aide

became the project coordinator by default: observers rarely got to speak

with other staff members about the project when they visited the college,
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and all correspondence addressed to the counse or-coordinator or Director was

passed on'to- her..

Staff Train__

Since the project was a cont nuing one for Colleges A, D, and E, some

staff already knew how to operate the computer terminal.

meetings were scheduled at each of these colleges so that

college staff could discuss the current year's objectives

addition, at College D we reviewed use of the system with

and trained the coordinator's assistant at College E.

For the new colleges, training was more intensive. At College C, we

conducted a 3-hour training session for approximately 20 counselors. IRDOE

staff discussed the project's aims, explained the capabilities of GIS, and

taught the group the use of the basic machine commands. Time was also

However, September

IRDOE staff and

and priorities. In

some counselors,

allotted for individual counselors'

similar training session took place

ties (which included selection of a

practice in operating

at Site E, but due to

terminal location and

the terminal. A

start-up difficul-

delivery of the

terminal), training did not start until December.

In addition to these formal training sessions, Colleges A, C, and D

called on us to train or retrain mnre staff or student aides on several

different occasions.

It was our experience again this year that there is great variability

in the length of time needed to learn to use GIS. Whereas both the original

and the "replacement" coordinators at Site B learned the mechanics of the

entire operation from their review of the User Manual and Student Study Guide

prior to attending a formal training session, some staff in other colleges

took several:months before they used the system with the same degree of con-

fidence as did the people at Site B.

Staff Involvement

Last year, the degree to which members of the colleges' 'staffs were

actively involved in using the computer was disappointing. It-:had been

hoped that many counselors in the four community colleges would-use it per-

sonally or at the very least, refer students to use it. While several did,

most did not desp te the coordinators' reports that staff attitudes toward
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the computer were positive.

This year the coordinators were asked to indicate,on the Counselor

Liaison Questionnaire which faculty members were actively involved with the

computer project. All three respondents (Colleges C, 13, and E) professed

involvement of some staff. College C indicated that all five professionals

in the Career Counseling and Placement Office and two other counselors per-

sonally operated the terminal for students and participated in the followup

-discussions of the information obtained. From our observations and less

formal discussions with staff, however, there seemed to be little, if -any,

evidence of these activities on the- part of counselors.

College D's coordinator indicated that one staff member in particular

was extremely active. This person, responsible for the college's Middle

College Program (high school students participating in a special college

program), introduced the students to the system operated the terminal for

them, and conducted followup sessions. The coordinator at College El

responding to the questionnaire indicated that two counselors were active

in all aspects of the program's operation; the counselor assigned to the

History Department who also teaches career planning, and an evening session

counseling coordinator.

A more extensive assessment of staff involvementwaa undertaken through

the administration of the Counselor Questionnaire. In February 1976, this

instrument was mailed to every counselor at Colleges A, C, D, and E. It

contained questions concerning their familiarity with the computer, and ankgd_.

their opinion of its value in vocational counseling.

Of the total 129 Counselor Questionnaires mailed to the four colleges,

49 (or 387.) were completed and returned. There was variation in the propor-

tion returned by each college: 327. of College A's counselors responded; 347.,

of the coUnselors at College E responded; and 507. of the counselors at both

Colleges C and D completed the questionnaire. The return rate was not high.

It is granted that the questionnaire was fairly lengthy, and that CUNY

counselors were exceptionally busy given the recent cutbacks in staff.

Nonetheless, this rate of response may indicate disinterest on the part

of the 80 non-respondents, or unfamiliarity with the project. The latter

interpretation is, in our opinion, the more likely: the fact that the

coordinators asked us to include either their name and/or the room location

of the terminal in identifying the program on the questionnaire offers some

slight evidence for it.

26
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The attitudes of the 49 respondents were positive. Almost allof

these (947,) had heard about the computer, and 86% had seen a demonstration

of it. Moreover! 657. reported talking with colleagues about the project.

The range of direct counselor involvement in the various aspects of the

project was also encouraging. Approxtmately half the respondents indicated

that they had either personally operated the terminal to assist students in

obtaining information, or had been present during the operation. College D

had a very high proportion of counselors--six of the seven respondents--who

personally helped students at the terminal.

Eighty-two percent of the total number of respondents said they had

referred students to the computer, and 31% of the total reported having had

students referred back to them for followup conferences. Only one (87.) of

the 12 respondents frOm College C reported seeing students to orient them

to CIS, or for followup discussion after using it. This compares with 417.,

437., and 317. of the respondents from Colleges A, D, and E, respectively,

who reported this type of activity.

Approximately two-thirds of the respondents from all colleges combined

had examined students' copies of both college and career output--printouts

of the information from the computer. Five of College C's 12 respondents

had seen a printout, but not one reported seeing printouts for both colleges

and careers.

Thus, in general, direct staff involvement with the program was not as

extensive as it appearedto be intensive. That is, in almost every instance

a few members of the counseling staff became involved with the project and

participated in multi-faceted ways. Our impression of the three colleges for

whom this is the second project year is thac ,;-e. staff have become involved

during the second year than had been involved in the first year.

Student Recruitment Orientation and Followu

In the 1974-75 year, a great deal of eff zt was spent in trying to im-

prove recruitment techniques, scheduling of pointments, and followup referral.

Recruitment. That recruitment improved this year is reflected in the

large increases in usage (see Tables 4 and 5). That it improved as a result

of experience isevidencedwhen one compares a college's second year use with

its own first year use. Furthermore, a college new to the project this year
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formed comparably wi h a college new to the project last year.

To determine which of the various recruitment techniques were more

effective, we asked College E to include in its terminal sign-in identific

tion procedure the source by which the student was recruited. Of the 447

students at College E using the computer, the greatest percentage--387--

were recruited because of their participation in special programs. Approxi-

mately half this program group consisted of high school students enrolled

in courses at the college who were brought to the computer by their program

advisor. Of the 447 student users, 297, were referred by counselors. Other

faculty members referred 5%. Snoopy flyers
I
posted all over the campus

accounted for the recruitment of 11% of the users. Another 97. of the users

indicated they either "just walked into the office" or were referred by

friends or family. How the remaining 87. of student users was recruited is

unknown.

It is readily apparent from this data that counselors, other faculty

members, and especially coordinators of special programs played the largest

part in the successful recruitment of students at. College E. This reinforces

the role of college staff if such a program is to be fully utilized.

The 1:ser Interview and the User Questionnaire both contained a question

about how students first learned about the computer facility. (It should be

noted that these instruments were administered at Colleges A, C, D, and E

during March. and April 1976 and reflect a 6-8 week experience at these four

sites.) Combining the responses to the same question on both instruments,

267. of the total 66 students responding first heard about the computer from

a counselor; an equal proportion indicated that they first heard about it

from a friend. Twelve percent were referr d by teachers and other members of

the faculty. The greatest proportion, 337., reported that they "just walked

in," while the smallest proportion (37.) were attracted by flyers. The student

responses for College E did not differ greatl from those of the other colleges,

but were somewhat different from the results obtained in the analysis of the

terminal sign-ins. The Ruestionnaires and Interviews indicated a substantial-

ly greater proportion of students who "just walked in" or were told about the

computer by friends. Both analyses, however, support the finding that news-

paper articles and posters are much less effe tive recruitment techniques

ISee Appendix B for a sample of "Snoopy" flyers. These posters were changed
t frequent intervals during the year to continue to attract attention.
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than are suggestions made by faculty and counselors.

Appointments. In large measure, the need for an appointment procedure

is an artifact of how we scheduled on-line time. If, for example, each

college had access seven days a week, it could probably process an interested

student fairly immediately. If, on the other hand, access is restricted in

the manner it was in this demonstration, a student may be forced to wait for

the college's next on-line day which could be as long as a week away.

Once recruited, the general procedurewesto ask students to make an

appointment, although all schools accommodated walk-in students without one

when possible. Two colleges, A and C, scheduled appointments at hourly

intervals, while Colleges D and E made appointments at varying intervals.

Three colleges, A, C, and E, reported that no student need wait longer than

a week between making an appointment and using the computer. College D

reported much shorter waits, while College E indicated that they fre-

quently made the appointments on the same day as the use. Students generally

kept their appointments. College A estimated that 607. of the students showed

up, and at College C, 757 of the students kept their appointments. College E

estimated that more than three of every four appointments made were kept.

Before using the computer, students need to be familiarized with the

system. The basic source for such information is the Student Study Guide.

At College A, when a student made an appointment, he wasasked to look at the

Student Study Guide and fill out a worksheet at the back.' College C did

not permit students to see or borrow the Student Study Guide until the time

he sat down at the computer terminal. College D on the other hand, dis-

tributed the Student Study Guide during career seminars, and permitted any

interested student to borrow one. At College E, the Student Study Guide was

examined by the student at the time of use. The student and terminal op-

erator read the booklet in detail to make certain that the student had con-

sidered all information that might be relevant. If there wasa long interval

period between the time the appointment was made and the day of the appoint-

ment, studentswere permitted to borrow the Guide.

Followup Activities. In order for the information that is retrieved

from the computer to be of most benefit, a student and a counselor should be

able to interpret it and discuss whatever actions the student may take based

on that information. This presents no problem when both a counselor and the

-This worksheet, developed last year by the coordinator and IRDOE staff, is
designed to help the student focus on his interests.
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student are present at the terminal and processing the student's request.

There is more of a problem when either (1) no counselor is present, or

(2) when a student's request was outlined in writing and was run through

the computer in his absence. This second situation is called "batching,"

and arises when a student cannot come to the terminal during on-line days.

(See Table 9 for the proportion of students' requests for information that

were batched.)

No site established a set procedure for followup discussions, and each

differed with respect to their emphasis on such meetings with counselors.

As reported by observers, the terminal operators at Colleges A and E gave

students strong encouragement to go to their counselors to discuss the

computer-retrieved information; College D's coordinator reported that almost

all students received followup help from either members of the Career

Advisory Center, their classroom teachers, or their counselors. College C

reported. all students were referred back to counselors. We have no

information concerning followup with the nine users at Site B.

Between 807 and 857.. of the respondents to the student User Questionnaire

and User Interview stated that they intended to discuss the information they

obtained with someone; approximately one-third of them specified their intent

to see their counselors. In general, Students' responses accord with the

response's '6-f the counselors, approxtmately 30% of whom indicated that

students had been referred back to them for followup conferences.

USE OF COMPUTERIZED GUIDANCE INFORMATION

This section will describe the amount of use of the computer, the number

of students who made use of it during the project period, the characteristics

of the students who availed themselves of the system, and the kinds of infor-

cation they requested. Where possible, comparisons will be made between this

year's-and last year's experiences.

Hardware Malfunctions

Before examining how much time the computerized system was used, it is

important to consider how much time, if any, was lost as a result of
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breakdowns of the equipment. The frequency, duration, and disruptive effects

of mechanical malfunctions are important aspects of the feasibility question.

This year, as last year, IRDOE collected data on malfunctions by examining

Hardware Monitoring Checklists which were to be filled out by the computer

operator at the college on each day the terminal was used and by keeping a

diary of telephone calls made to us.

Had the colleges completed Checklists as requested, there should have

been a total of 280, one for each college on each day it was on-line to the

computer.
1

There were a total of 76 mechanical problems brought to our

attention by 3 of the 5 colleges. The problems occurred on 42 different

college-days, or 35 different calendar days. It is apparent from these frag-

mented data that there tend to be multiple problems on a single calendar day.

If, for example, there is a breakdown at the central computer, the two col-

lages on-line should report the problem since both are affected by it.

Disruption in sometelephone lines will also affect all users. Other problmns,

however, such as a jammed terminal keyboard, are unique to a site.

The problems varied from relatively minor ones (e.g., spacing problems

with the terminal printer, the printing of incorrect or jumbled characters

known as "garbage," or temporary loss of the telephone connection requiring

re-dialing) to more serious problems involving substantial loss of time. For

example, such things as malfunctioning of the GIS program at the central

computer, or a breakdown of a computer terminal generally require several

hours to a full day to repair.

Overall, the serious problems were not frequent. For the entire year,

the time lost due to mechanical problems was estimated at 37 hours, or 67. of

the total time the colleges used the system Some colleges had more equipment

failure than others: College E reported 19 hours lost (137. of its on-line

time); College D reported losing 14 hours (97.); and College A reported 4

hours (27.) lost because of malfunctions. College C and Site B reported no

lost time, although we do not know whether this reflects good fortune or

poor recordkeeping.

The total number of Checkliats is at least two times the number of calendar
days; with two access portal each calendar day permitted two colleges access
at the same time. Thus, a calendar day is equivalent to two college-days.
In actuality, one day may equal three or four college-days because of the use
of time left over from the high school project.
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Telephone connection problems were most frequent, accounting for 567. of

the 76 problems reported. Reports of either busy signals, sudden cutoffs,

or inability to gain entry or access to GIS were the most frequently noted

telephone-related complaints.

Second in frequency of occurrence (33% of the 76 problmms) was locked

keyboards, "garbage," or other terminal-related failures. These problems,

as with the telephone-related ones, resulted in lost time of anywhere from

10 minutes to one-half day, though time losses of the shorter durations pre-

dominated.

Least frequently, problems occurred at TSC'- central computer facility.

These were usually of long duration, and resulted in the less of the greater

part of a day. Central computer problems occurred on eight college-days of

time.

It appears, then, that malfunctions did not play an overly disruptive

role in the operation of the computer. Long delays were few in number, and

only a small percentage of time that the colleges intended using the system

can be counted as lost.

Use of Time

Table 1 summarizes the total number of days scheduled and the number of

days used at each project sitel from September through June. Overall, 256

days--or 697. of the scheduled days--were used. The actual proportion of

scheduled days used varied from 17% at Site B to 84% at College E.

It is unlikely that Colleges A and E found our system of prescheduling

days unsuited to their needs, since few (if any) requests were made by these

colleges for "trades" or for extra time. However, it should be noted that

Colleges C and D, who used only 747. of their scheduled days, requested

considerably more extra time. This might indicate that this type of

schedule was less well-suited to their needs.

The number of days used at Site B was extremely low, and represented

only 177. of their scheduled days. The explanation might lie in the Center's

staffing problems. It should be recalled that the original coordinator was

replaced because he had no time to devote to the project, and that the second

coordinator worked three evenings a week, which apparently was not sufficient

for recruiting users.

1
For convenience, Site B will be referred to .as College B in the tables.

3 2
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'Table 1

Number of Days Scheduled for Use of the Computerized Information System
and Number of Days Used, By College (September 1975 - June 1976)

College

a
N Days

Scheduled

Scheduled Days
Used

b
N Extra
Days Used

Total
Days Used/I

A 75 60 80 1 61

B 53 9 17 0 9

C 76 56 74 8 64

D 90c 67 74 15 82

E 76 64 84 0 64

Total 370 256 69% 24 280

a
Scheduled days are counted from the first day after the initial orien-
tation session: September 23 was the starting date for Colleges A and C,
Se tember 22 for College E, September 25 for College DI and December 5
for Site B.

-includes extra days colleges requested, plus three days on which a
college was on without making a formal request. Any part of a day a was
counted as one whole extra day, although actually 23 of the 24 extra
days were half-days or less.

in addition to College Ws 2 -scheduled weekdays, they were scheduled for
every Saturday. This accounts for the relatively large number of scheduled
days: 15 of the 90 days were Saturdays. Eight of the 15 Saturdays were
used.

Table 2 presents the total time the computer system was in use, each

month.1 For the entire project period, approximately 625 hours of time were

used by all five- colleges combined. College A used 37% of the total time,

about 233 hours; Colleges D and E used about 150 (24%) and 143 hours (23%)

respectively; and College C accounted for 15% of the total time, or 92

hours. Site B used the computer for less than seven hours during the six

and one-half months they participated.

There is obviously great variation ,in the amount of computer ti e used

by each college. It is important to note that the two colleges with the
1
it should be noted that CUNY was shut down for budgetary reasons for two

weeks in June 1976. Thus, ,the figures presented for this month a e lower
than what could have been expected. 33
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Table 2

Time (Hours:Minutes) Spent on the Computerized Information System,
By College, By Month (September 1975 - June 1976)

Coilegeffl

Total_onths

September 00:00 - 05:43 05:35 12:06 23:24

October 34:06 23:38 43:41 28:41 130:06

November 31:38 18:00 29:36 18:34 97:48

December 24:23 00:51 11:44 14:01 20:17 71:16

January 26:11 02:17 02:13 07:17 18:47 56:45

February 15:04 00:00 07:43 05:28 04:41 32:56

March 30:01 02:19 08:34 11:37 20:15 72:46

April 24:10 01:09 03:48 13:11 07:12 49:30

May 34:45 00:00 10:20 19:42 12:55 77:42

June 12:18 00:00 00:08 00:04 00:0 12:3

232:36 06:36 91:51 150:12 143:28* 624:43*,Sept-June

Average Time
Per DayofUse

3:49 0:44 1:26 1:50 2:15 2:14

*
As noted, College E's administration disconnected the telephone prior to
the CUNY shutdown. When the University was re-opened in mid-June, the
phone was not reconnected. Thus, June totals (and yearly totals ) do not
include College E.

least amount of use are the two new installations. College C, new to the

program .this year, is comparable in performance to last year's College 13

(dropped from the project in the 1975-76 year). Although using twice as

much total time, College C's average time per day of use was little dif-

-4;-, ferent from that of College B last year--1:26 as compared with 1:05 per day.

When one compares the performance of the three colleges that partici-

pated in both years,
1

two of the three show a large increase in the total

amount of tium used. College D's total time increased by 257. and College A's

total time increased by 477.. College E, which had the greatest amount of

total on-line time last year, decreased this year by 157.. However, in

examining the data in terms of average time per day of use, College A

averaged one hour and ten minutes more per day of use in 1975-76 than in_
1974-75, while College D increased by ten minutes. College E decreased

their_ average daily u2_11LAE-Eroximately twenty-five minutes.
1June was omitted in this comparison because of the unusual circumstances
in 1976.

3 4
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Looking at use month-by-month, it can be seen that in the first half of

the year more time was used than in the second half. October and November

tended to be peak months: in both 1974-75 and 1975-76, somewhat more than a

third of the total year's usage occurred during October and November. As was

the case last year, the least amount of use took place during the first and
1

last months.

Table

(ttme used

classes of

3 breaks d

to process

wn the total time used by each college into student time

individual student requests or time devoted to groups or

students); non-student time (time used to train persons to operate

the computer terminal, to demonstrate GIS to groups or individuals from out-

side the college, or for counselors and faculty exploring the information in

the computer for their own edification); and unidentified time--the purpose of

which is unknown.

Table 3

Proportion of Time Spent for Student Use, Non-Student Use, and for
Unknown Use, By College (September 1975 - June 1976)

(Figures in Percentages)

Colle e: Total
T'me

Student Use

Non-Student Use

Unknown

82

16

2

47

13

40

67

14

19

78

6

16

91

7

2

81

11

8

Total 1007, 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Total Time 232:36 6:36 91:51 150:12 143:28 624:43

The overwhelming proportion of the total time was spent for the use of

students at the colleges. The range of student time was from 47% at Site B

to 91% at College E. Non-student use of time ranged from 67. at College D to

167. at College A. College A devoted the greatest amount of its non-student

time to counselors who wished to explore the computer's data bank. At

Colleges B and C, most of non-student time was devoted to training staff to

use the terminal. Colleges D and E, both of which used little non-student

Note again, however, that use in June 1976 would have been somewhat higher
had the University not shut down for two weeks.

3
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time, spent most of it either on counselors' explorations or for demons a-

tions for individuals or groups from outside the college.

Unknown time was greatest proportionally at Site B, al hough the 407.

unknown time represents only about two and one-half hours. Colleges C and

D had fairly large amounts of time for which the purpose was unknown, 197

and 16% respectively, which may be attributed to poor recordkeeping--or more

specifically, inconsistency in signing-in the user. It is also interesting

to note that the three colleges that participated in both years' demonstra-

tions had the least amount of unidentified time and the most time devoted

to student use.

At all colleges most time was spent obtaining information for students

or demonstrating the use of the computer to them. Colleges A, D, and E in-

creased their total use of the computer tiarzt this yea; whiletwo new instal-

lations made relatively less use of the computer.

Number of Users.

'Table 4 presents, by month, the number of student uses_ at each of the

five project sites. It should be noted that, as we define it, one student

Table 4

Total Number of Uses of the Computerized Information System,
By College (September 1975 - June 1976)

Month College_

C D E

All
Colleges

September 0 0 1 7 48 56

October 74 0 28 173 97 372

November 82 0 22 94 75 273

December 47 0 25 59 78 209

January 34 0 4 48 52 138

February 20 0 28 41 26 115

March 53 5 12 54 81 205

April 43 11 18 43 26 141

May 52 0 61 65 80 258

June 17 0 1 1 0* 19*

Total N Uses 422 16 200 585 56 1786*

9 125 342 , 447* 1165*Total N Users 242

*Totals do not include College E for the month of June 1976.
,
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may have made several "uses" of the computer: he may have returned on dif-

ferent occasions for additional information, or on the same occasion he may

have requested information from more than one of the data bank files. In

both these cases, a student was considered to have used the computer more

than once. All uses are reflected in the total uses row of the table. We

also included for each college the total number of users. These user figmres

(on the last row of Table 4) represent the number of different students who

used the computerized informationsystem between September 1975 and June 1976.

Table 4 shows that, at a minimum, 1165 different students used the

computer 1786 times to obtain information. The range in number of users was

from nine at Site B to 447 at College E. The number of uses per different stu-

dent at the colleges was 1.8 at Site B, and 1.6-1.7 in Colleges Al C, and D.

College E had the lowest uses per student, 1.2, indicating that College E

students were somewhat less likely to return for more information.

The pattern of uses is similar to the pattern of the amount of

computer time colleges used. Again, Site B made almost no use of the

system. While College C had considerably more uses (200) than Site B, it

did not begin to approach the 422 uses at College A, or the 585 and 563 uses

that occurred at Colleges D and E, respectively. The three colleges for

whom this is the second year of the project were considerably more active

than the two new installations.

Table 5 presents a two-year comparison of the total num_er of users and

uses in Colleges A, D, and E. The comparison between their own first and

Table 5

Comparison of Total Number of Users and Uses, in Three Colleges
(September 1974 - May 1975,and September 1975 - May 1976)a

Colleges

Total

Users Uses Users Uses Users Uses Users Uses

Sept.1974 - May 1975

Sept.1975 - May 1976

127

234

182

405

114

342

155

584

355

447

466

563

596

1023

803

1552

increase 84% 23% 200% 277% 26% 21% 72% 93%

The month of June was omitted from both ttme periods for this comparison
because of the unusual circumstances it,.June 1976.
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second years' activities is quite dramatic. The number of different students

served, in the three colleges combined, increased this year by.72%. Each

college had an increase which ranged from 21% at College E (whoSe usage was

highest in 1974-75), to 847. at College A, to an astounding 200% for College D.

The total number of uses increased even at a greater rate than the number of

users at Colleges A and D--more than doubling at College A and increasing

almost fourfold at College D. Clearly, usage this year improved, at least in

those colleges with twO years' experience with this type of computer program.

When one examines the average time per student use
1
at each site, con-

siderable differences in style become apparent. Site B and College D

averaged 12 minutes for each use, and Colleges El C, and A averaged 14, 19,

and 28 minutes per use, respectively. These averages reflect how much on-line

time was devoted to a student. College E used relatively little time to

process a request for information, because more than 40% of the requests were

"batched" by the terminal operator in the students' absence. Batched use

Ares consitierab1.7 1,ess time because the operator works from a piece of paper--

without a st-A6e:at who can think about his requests as he goes along. The dis-

advantag of batching are obvious, but must be weighed against the time

saved, r!.soeclily if computer time is at a premium.

D often served groups of students at the same time. First they

saw a demonstration of the computer system, after which the counselor or

terminal operator quickly processed requests from several individuals.

Colleges A and C. both of whom averaged more time per use, usually scheduled

student appointme:lts one hour apart. At College A, where the average time

per use was by far highest, each student was given a very complete ex-

planation of what being printed out by the computer and how it was

affected by their instructions; they were encouraged to take their time, and

ask all the question they had. The patience and persistence of the assis-

tant counselor and the coordinator were remarkable.

Student Grade Level and Curriculum

To .Ficertain how the priorities were being met as well as to better

describe !-Ile student population who availed themselves of the computer ex-

perience, asked the coordinators to indicate what smnester student was

1Calct bv dividing the total number of uses into the total amount of
stnur_ usecL

3 8
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most benefitted. The three respondents offered different opinions. The

coordinator at College C indicated that second and fourth semester students

received the most benefit from the computer, while the coordinator at

College E said that first and fourth semester students gained the most.

College D indicated that second, third, and fourth semester students have

the best experience. The opinions of the coordinators at Colleges C and E

are consistent with the pattern of use at these colleges, but are not con-

sistent with the use at College D.

For all colleges combined, first semester students accounted for the

largest group of users--28% of the total. At College D, 357. of the users

were in their first semester. As a matter of fact, first semester students

at this college received considerable attention in the form of special

orientation and career decision courses. College C attracted mostly second

and fourth semester students with 21% of their users in the second and 21%

in the fourth semesters For all colleges combined, the proportion of

second, third, and fourth semester students was 127., 137,, and 127., respec-

tively. Interestingly, 107. of the total user population consisted of high

school students enrolled in special programs at Colleges D and E.

These results do not differ overall from last year's: in 1974-75, 327.

of the student users were first semester students as compared to 287. this

year. The most significant difference is in the proportion of first semester

students at College D; last year they accounted for only 37. of College D's

users as contrasted with the 357. noted above.

Table 6, page 31, summarizes the proportion of students in each curric-

ulum area using the computer. Most student users this year were enrolled in

liberal arts, and comprised 367. of the user population This represents

a drop from 527. last year, and may indicate that project priorities were being

better served. Special programs participants (e.g., veterans in GED programs,

high school seniors taking college courses) comprised the second largest

group (127.) of users, followed by Business majors (97.), Technology majors

(47,), and students in Computer Science (4%), Health (3%), Science (3%), and

Secretarial Science (2%). Similarly to last year, noti-matriculated students

(770 also used the computer.

As can be seen from the table there was variation among the colleges.

Almost half (477.) of the users at College A were identified as liberal arts

students, while College C had proportionally fewer, only 307., liberal arts



Table 6

Proportion of Student Users in Each Curriculum Area, By College
(September 1975 - June 1976)

(Figures in Percentages)

Cur iculum (Number of Studen

College All
Colleges

Business (110) 16 9

Comp. Sci & Data Proceg 5 4

Child Care (_) 1 0

Health (35) 5

Human Services (17) 0 2

Medical Tech.(16) 5 1

Nursing (23) 2

Occu. Therapy, 0 1 1

Phys. Ther. & Recreation(12)

Art Music, Media(5 ) 0 0

Architecture (3) 0 0

Secret. Sci. (28) 6 2

Technology (49) 7 4

Science (34) 14

Engineering (3)

Counseling (2) 0 1

Pre-La_, P -Pharm. (4)

Soc. Sci., Psych., Ed. (9) 1

Liberal Ai & English (417, 47 32 35 36

Special Progra (145) 19 18 12

Non-Matriculated (80) 0 0 18

Unkn_ (120) 14 100 4 2 10

Miscellaneous

Total (11651 00' 00% 100 100%

* Less than 17.

4 0
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students. Colleges D and E attricted nearly 20% of their total users f

special programs, while the other colleges Attracted none. Business majors

were well represented at College D (167.), and were insignificant in propor-

7tion at College E (37.).

File Use

Table 7 summarizes, by college, the proportion of uses in each of the

GIS informational files. For all colleges combined, approximately half (4 '

of the use was in the occupational file. The two4year college file was, as

expected, little used (7%). There were .differences among the colleges.

Colleges C and E used the four-year college file in more than half the in-

stances, even though they did not have a majority of users in the liberal

arts (or transfer) curriculum (see Table 6). Two colleges (A and D) and

Site B used the occupational file more than the four-year college file. The

highest ratesof use of the two-year college file occurred at College C (10%)

and at Site B (257.). The Site B results suggest--although the numbers are

so smallthat an out-of-school adult population may find the two-year and

the occupational data banksthe most important parts of a syst-

Table 7

File-by-File Use of the Computerized Information System,
By College (September 1975 - June 1976)

(Figures in Percentages)

File

Co lege

Total Uses
N=1786

A
N=422

B
N=16

C

14=200

D

N=585
E

N=563

Four-Year College 41 25 53 36 51 44

Two-Year College 6 25 10 7 5 7

Occupational 49 50 35 56 44 48

Scholarship 4 0 1 1 0 1

Unknown 0 0 1 0 0 *

Total 1007. 1007. 100% 100% 100% 100%

*L_ s than one percent.

41
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Comparing last year's file use to this year's for the three colleges,

the overall results are nearly identical: a similar proportion. (50%) used

the occupational file both years, and there was a slight drop in the use of

the lour-year college file--from 457. to 43%. Looking at each college,

College D increased its use of the occupational file 'from 47% to 56%;

College E decreased its use of the occupational file from 51% last year to

447. this year; and College A remained pretty much the same.

Search and Descriptive Modes of Use

GIS can be used in two basic ways. One can perform a "search," in which

the computer is given the user's specific requirements and responds with a

list of colleges or occupations that meet these requirements. The second

mode, which we call "descriptivel" allows the user to ask for a description

of a specific college or occupation. More often than not, the two modes are

used together; after generating a list through searching, a user can ask for

a description of the items on the list.

The percentage of searches and descriptions1 for each college is pre-

sented in Table 8. For all colleges combined searches were the predomi-

nant form of use, accounting for 777. of the total uses. The proportion of

searches varied by college from highs of 89% and 91% at Colleges E and A,

respectively, to a low of 57% at College D. There was very little difference

between last year's and this year's distribution.

Table 8

Proportion of Search and Descriptive Uses, By College
(September 1975 - June 1976)

(Figures in Percentages)

Modeof Use

School

_ __, CH I,A B C D

_ :N=422 N-16_-_ N=-,00 % = N Uses --a 1786

Search 91 69 71 57 89 77

Description 9 31 26 43 11 23

Unknown 0_ 0 3 * *

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

*Less than one percent.

' a use consisted of a search followed by a description at the same session,

it was counted as a search.
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The prevalent use ef the search mode is probably as it should be.

Clearly, one of the unique contributions of the computer in retrieving in-

formation is its ability to rapidly select specific items (in the present

instance, colleges and careers) from a large number of options. Descrip-

tions of colleges and careers, on the other hand, are available in numerous

other reference sources. Using the computer to obtain descriptive infor-

mation, however, is not without its advantages. It is quick, and provides

the student with a concise description, with an exact address (if he asked

for a college) or a classification number in the D.O.T. (if he asked for an

occupation). It has been reported, moreover, to be a great deal more

fascinating source than is the D.O.T.

Direct or Batched _Use

For convenience, a student's presence at the computer terminal while

his request is processed has been called a "direct" experience; his absence,

a "batched" experience. The direct experience permits a student to add,

delete, or otherwise change information inputted to the computer on the basis

of information the computer is generating; it generally takes longer, but

offers immediate feedback. If the terminal operator is a skilled counselor,

there may be no need for followup activities. Batching has an advantage in

terms of allowing for greater numbers of student users. The batched experi-

ence can be characterized by an inability to change information (without

making another request) once the request form is filled out) slower feedback,

and the need for an appointment to discuss the output.

Table 9 presents, for each college, the proportions of batched and

direct uses of the computer. As can be seen in the table, for all colleges

combined, approximately two-thirds of the uses were direct. Batching ac-

counted for less than one-quarter (227.) of all uses. The large proportion

of "unknowns" results from the lack of data from Site B and College C--the

terminal operators' failure to indicate the type of use when identifying a

user. The coordinators at these sites, however, indicated that most, if not

ll the uses, were direct. Considering only those three colleges for which

the data is fairly complete (A) D, and E), the lowest percentage of direct

use,-55%, was at College E. In comparison, at Colleges A and D eight out of

every ten uses were with students present at the time their requests were

being processed. 4 3



Table 9

P oportion of Uses in Which Students Were Present (Direct)
Not Present (Batched) (September 1975 - June 1976)

(Figures in Percentages)

35

Colleges

--e of Experience 11- P E All colleges combined

N=422 N=16 N=200 N585 N=563 1786

Direct 80 0 17 80 55 64

etched 12 0 0 17 43 22

nknown 8 100 83 3 2 14

Total Percent 00/.. 100% 100% 00% 00% 100%

Again, the proportions of direct and batched use in the colleges that

participated in both years were similar. The :only difference was a decrease

in "unknown"--from 11% to 4%--indicating an improvement in recordkeeping

practices at the terminal at the three experienced colleges.

&FACTIONS TO ThT COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM

Staff Reactions

The reported reactions of staff members at all five sites were over-

whelmingly positive. Their enthusiasm was readily observed, and was con-

firmed by every visit to Colleges A, D, and E. At Site B and College C, the

enthusiasm did not seemto be at least as yet, evidenced in behavior.

Our observers reported a high degree of interest in three of the col-

leges. At College A there seemed to be a g line effort among the colleges'

staff members to use the computer system to its best advantage: students

received complete explanations of how 'the computer terminal functioned, what

the information retrieved meant, and "where to go from here." The observed

behavior at College D con irmed staff reports that they saw the computer as

an important tool for the student and a time-saver for the counselor. Their

regular requests for more computer time, and their successful negotiations

to keep the computer service through August 1976 attest to their positive

4 4



feelings. College E's staff was observed to be very concerned in making the

computer system accessible to many students, and constantly strove to spread

the word about "our valuable asset."

Staff at College C and Site B, in contrast, showed less enthusiasm. At

College C, observers' reports indicated that staff members showed little in-

terest in recruiting students, referring students, discussing the project

among themselves or with IRDOE staff. The lowuse of the systematCollegeC can

be traced to those responsible for the college's participation in the project.

Starting in 1974-75, the Director of Counseling expressed a desire to parti-

cipate. Once involved, he and his delegated counselor-coordinator were

friendly to observers, but had little time to talk about the computer. There

seemed to be no noticeable effort on their part to involve other staff ar

students. Occasionally, however, they would depart from their usual state-

ment that "the computer is great" to explain thatthe ommputer interfered

with counseling, that the terminal was noisy and disruptive, and that they

did not want a large number of students to come in to use the terminal out

of curiosity.

It became obvious that College C's supervisory staff wanted little to

do with the project, particularly when all questions, correspondence, and

responsibility were shifted to the CETA aide. An eleventh hour attempt, how-

ever, made by the Director of Counseling to recruit student users proved very

successful. The terminal was moved to the student cafeteria for one day, and

more than thirty students--one quarter of their yearly total--requested and

received information from the-computer. It should be noted that responses

from students at College C indicated as much excitement and enthusiasm as

evidenced by students at the other project sites

A high degree of interest in the computer project was evident at the

initial training session at Site B. However, subsequent discussions with the

original project coordinator indicated that the staff at the Continuing

Education Center was simply too busy to use the computer. It was hoped that

this problem would be alleviated with the hiring of a part-time staff member

with responsibility for the computer, but he apparently had little time

well.

The three respondents to the Counselor-Liaison Questionnaire (fro

Colleges C, D, and E) described the attitude of their schools' counseling

staff towards the computer project as positive. The coordinators at Colleges

4 r,
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D and E indicated that the level of staff interest grew from the first year

to the second.

We previously mentioned that the response rate to the Counselor Ques-

tionnaire in no instance constituted more than half the potential total of

respondents at a given site. The response rate for each college does not

seem to be the only indicator of staff interest in the project or extent

of use of the computer. For example, College E evidenced the greatest use,

and had the second lowest response rate. On the other hand, 50% of the

counseling staff at College C responded to the Questionnaire; excluding

Site B, College C had the least use. We obtained comparable results in

the high school project. In the high schools, staff and student enthusiasm

was not related to the assessed impact of the computer experience on students'

performance on vocabulary or decision-making tasks.

When asked to rate the computer as a disseminator of information, 98% of

the counselors responding to the iestionnaire stated that the computer per-

formed this function well. Approximately three-fourths (76%) of the coun-

selors felt that the informational aspect would be of use to them., Sixty-

three percent of the counselors stressed that the computer could not counsel

and 80% indicated that counselor followup or supervision of the entire

process -rom recruitment to followup) was necessary. When asked to rate the

usefulness of the amnputer in working with students making career decisions,

88% or 43 of the counselors felt it was useful. On a similar question dealing

with educational decisions, 82% of the respondents 40 counselors) indi-

cated that the computer was of use.

It should be noted (and considered for the future) that in both 1974-75

and 1975-76 there was a site(s) that we could neither interest nor involve

in the computer project. There seem to be two explanations for thisremark-

able difference in acceptance of the mmnputer among project sites. First,

there definitely seems to be a first year lag. The two new project sites

this year are the ones with observably poor staff attitudes towards the

computer. It is conceivable that attitudes would improve in a second year,

since both College D and E ' s liaisons reported a positive increase in interest among

staff as time progressed. This increase in interest has beeu demonstrated in

increased usage in the second year.

Regardless of how long the college has had diecomputeravailable, staff

reaction seems to be dependent on the coordinator at the college. In the
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absence of interested leadership, responsibility for the project fell on

staff members who had too little time tar too little influence in their

institutions at College C, in particular) to care for and develop the proj-

ect by doing such things as launching recruitment drives, consulting with

other counselors, or meeting with the coordinators of special college pro-

grams. We saw this last year at College B (1974-75 code).

Obviously, no program can function effectively without the proper

support. In the case of implementing a computerized information system, it

has been seen that an effort must be made to decrease staff resistance and

actively involve staff. This effort will lead to growing interest and use

among students.

Student Reactions

Not only were students impressed by their experience with the computer,

but they gained by the process. Results of the User_Questionnaire indicated

that 62% of those students who asked the computer for college information

obtained ideas about other colleges, and 72% of these students indicated that

they would probably apply to same colleges the computer printed out. Similar-

ly, 65% of those students requesting occupational information reported getting

new ideas about careers, and 94% indicated they would follow up leads supplied

by the computer.

When asked to rate the oVerall usefulness of the computer, 97% of those

who had used the occupational file rated it as "very useful." The college

files were also rated as "very useful" by those using them. No student rated

either the occupational or college information as "not useful."

The coordinators reported excitement on the part of students using the

computer, as well as same changes in direction. College E noted that one

student, who was finding that the college was not suited to his needs, used

the computer to explore alternatives and discovered a program of study at the

Fashion Institute of Technology in which he was interested. The student

transferred,and on a return visit to College E, expressed enthusiasm over this

change. Most students we interviewed after their computer experience were

also positively impressed. Many said that more people in the college should

know about this service, that it should be better publicized. One student

reported that the computerized information system was "the greatest thing that

ever rameto [College C]." 4 7
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Participation_of_Special Groups

As part of the discussion of the reaction to the computerized informa-

tion system, thissection describes the special groups that sought out the

use of the system--groups both from within the participating community

colleges and from outside these institutions.

Students in special community college programs made up a substantial

proportion of the computer users from Colleges D and E (197. and 187., respec-

tively). At College D, approximately 40 veterans enrolled in a GED prepara-

tory course used the computer, as well as approximately 30 high school

students in a special program at the college. College E's special groups

included approximately 35 enrollees in kseries -of workshops for women

considering re-entry into the world of work; also making substantial use

of the computer was a special program for high school students enrolled in

college-level courses. College C reported that approximately 10 enrollees

in their workshop program for adults changing careers made use of the

computer.

In addition, several outside groups used the system. At College D, as

part of a career education grant project, approximately 140 junior high

school students in the borough saw a demonstration of the computer and were

permitted to request information. Groups of secondary school teachers from

eens used the computer resource as well. College E reported that second-

ary school guidance counselors, who heard about the computer from their

students taking courses at the college, requested information for other

students at their high schools.

At IRDOE's offices, we processed requests for information and gave

demonstrations to people from other colleges and agencies. In such cases,

we borrowed time from a college's schedule and operated GIS on our portable

teletypewriter terminal. One such occasion was a workshop, sponsored by the

Center for Advanced Study in Education, for counturdy college counselors

working with the handicapped. We demonstrated how such a system like GIS,

not designed to do so, could be used to retrieve occupationS' that did not

require certain physical capabilities. The workshop counselors were quite

impressee

A professor from Pace College working in the field of Career Education

heard about IRDOE's computerized information retrieval project while making

inquiries about the work being done in the field. After seeing a

4 8
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demonstration, she requested that 25-30 members of her course be allowed to

use the computer. IRDOE complied by lending the wamen in the "re-entry to

work" class several StutlEaL_Etady_gaid2E. Each woman filled out a written

request for information on a form we devised. These were delivered to

IRDOE, where staff members batched the requests and returned them to Pace

College. Subsequently, arrangements were made for several women who wanted

more information to come to IRDOE's offices to use the terminal themselves.

An instructor at Lehman College teaching a course about the varied

uses of computers asked for and received several hours of evening time to

demonitrate GIS to his class.

Demonstrations of the computerized system were also arranged for three

Bureau Chiefs from the New York State Education Department, and several

representatives from New York City high school guidance departments. A

large number of faculty members of CUNY asked to see a demonstration. In

addition, almost every CASE employee requested and received ihformation

about colleges and careers during times when the computer was not in use.

Boyfriends and girlfriends, sons and daughters--and their friends--were all

accommodated. Requests for information at times seemed to be never-ending,

and even appeared to increase with time.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATIONS

One of the important outcomes of the two year experience with a com-

puterized information system in a total of five di ferent CUNY community

colleges and one adult continuing education site is that such a system can

be of substantial value to students and counselors. The amount of value is

related to how staff perceive such a facility, and how they use it.

Interest mmong college staff seems to increase with time, as does usage.

It takes more than one academic year for this increase to be observable. For

the three colleges involved in the demonstration for two years, usage in the

second year almost doubled.

It has also become apparent that this type of project does not function

well withoutthe manifest interest

member in a responsible position.

on proper support to be effective,

operation to be placed entirely in

this type of project does not require the

the hands of high-level faculty. On the

4 9
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.contrary, Colleges A, D, and E gave considerable responsibility for its

banagement to paraprofessionals, assistants, and students, wlth excellent

results.

The results of this demonstration suggest some strategies for imple-

menting a computerized information system at the community college level.

By far the most important strategy is to involve counselors and faculty.

To reach large numbers of students directly, the most effective technique

is to place the terminal in a very heavily trafficked spot for a day or two

on special occasions.

The role of counselors and faculty in the use o: the computerized in-

formation system must also be 'emphasized. At all colleges, they were

responsible for referring many students to the computer. In addition, their

role in followup advising is an important and proper counseling function.

Not only has the installation of a computerized information retrieval

system proven leasible to implement at most community college sites, but it

has proven to be a useful tool for providing students with the information

necessary for career and . college decision-making. Much remains to be

explored: What, if any,- are the effects of such a system on the community

college, and on the organization of the counseling department--e.g., does

career and college counseling become more or less centralized? is "first

year inertia" unique to CUNY institutions, will it be reflected in

community colleges outside the CUNY system? How do we get more counselors

to refer students to the computer, or make use of it themselves in their

counseling? How can we facilitate the involvement of the majority of

counselors who are as yet non-participants?

These questions suggest new areas of direction for future efforts. we

think the computer is a valuable enough tool for counselors to be worth the

effort of continued study.

5 0
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APPEMIX A:
INSTRUMENTS

1. Hardware Monitoring Checklist
2. User Identification, CAG Terminal Instructions
3. Information Rating Card
4. Community College Counselor Questionnaire
5. Counselor-Liaison Questionnaire
6. User Questionnaire
7. User Interview
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MALFUNCTION

(Symptoms)

1. Access telephone number yields a BUSY

SIGNAL

2. NO DATA SIGNAL is heard on the phone,

3. Telephone CONNECTION.Problems (faint

connection, accidently broken connec-

tions, etc.)

4. Power on, light on, but V ACTIVITY.

HkRDWARE MONITORING CHECKLIST

CAC-INDOE

'YES DURATION OF PROBLEM

Mal. If inter. If unin. ESTIMATED

futc. mittent terrupted TIME LOST

tion from to from to (if any)

COLLEGE

DATE

If no malfunction- occurred on this day,

check here Li

PIES TSC HOW RAS PROBLEM RESOLVED?

PIE!, Called (e.g., TSC provided

Called Back alternate no., never

TSC Promptly resolved)

5. Power on, data signal o,k, DATA LIGHT

OFF or FLICKERING.

6. NO Power, No Light, No Noi

7. KEYBOARD LOCKED (Power ON).

8, Teletypewriter PRINTS OVER ITSELF.

9, Teletypewriter PAPER JAMS

10, Teletypewriter PRIM "GARBAGE."

11, PASSWORD rejected.

12. CUTOFF in middle of Program.

13. OTHER: Describe

0 .7;
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U. .1JENTIFICATION

CAG TERMINAL INSTRUCTIONS
(Keep at terminal)

Be =ore each individual uses the computer, type in the follo ng:

1. Start with a SINGLE QUOTE (use the shift-7 key

2. Within the quote, type:

a. STUDENT NAME (or I.D. NUMBER)*
b. CURRENT SEMESTER (1st, 2nd, 3rd...)
c. CURRICULUM (Tech., Health, Busin. A.A., Other, Non-Matric.)
d. BATCHED (if student was not present) or DIRECT (if student

was present)

Close SINGLE QUOTE (use the sh -7 key_

4. Press CARRIAGE RETURN KEY

5. If a user other than a student in your college is invo ved) type in
enough information within the single quote to identify him (e.g.,
title or position)) his affiliation (school or agency), and the
purpose of the use (e.g., demonstration, personal experiment).

EXAMPLE: STUDENT USER

'JOHN SMTIHE 2nd AA DIRECT'

EXAMPLE: OTHER USER

'ELT CHAIRMAN OLYMPIA COL. DEMO'

*Each college has the option of using student names or student T.D.
numbers; however, once the decision is made, it is crucial to use
that option consistently.
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Institute -or Research and Development in Occupational Education

CO PUTER ASSISTED GU:DANCE INFOR. ATION RAT NG CARD

COLLEGE (check): ED LAG 0 BRONX ED KING 0 STAT

FILE: (check): flOCCU flCOL 4

Charac -eris lc code W , input , or sequence:

Poor E oneous) Info. ation :scribe bri

COL 2 D SCHO

Bonus Unanticipated information Describe briefly).

Name

Date

5 5
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CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
CASE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH MID DEVELOPMENT IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Computer-Assisted Guidance Project
Community College Counselor Questionnaire

Dear Counselor:

This questionnaire asks for your reactions to the Computer-Assisted Guidance
project now operating at your college. We would appreciate knowing your honest
reactions, even in those instances where you have had little or no exposure.
We assure you that responses will be confidential.

Please answer each question. Either place a check on the appropriate line
write in your explanation in the space provided.

1. Approximately how many students are in your counseling caseload this school
year?

Please describe any special characteristics of students in your caseload (e.g.,
major(s); semester(s); special attributes such as veterans, work-study, etc.

What kind of counseling do you do? general- occupational, financial aid, etc.

2. Where is your office located on campus? (Please give bui ding name or number
and floor

3. Have you heard of the Camputer-Assisted Guidance project (CAG) at your college?

No; if no, are you
n learning more?

Very

Why?

interested Yes; if yes:

indicate approximate date you
Somewhat Not Very first heard

For questions 4 through 9, please circle

6

indicate how you first heard

indicate from whom you first heard

if you strong a

if you aereel

if you disa-- _, or

if You !tI2LIBLY_Lii!!!RI!.
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4. Any counselor could learn to operate a computer terminal.

SA A D SD

5. A computer cannot perform student counseling functions well.

SA A D SD

6. Students should not use a computer to obta college or career information
without counselor supervision or follow-up.

SA A

7. A compu er can perform some student information-giving functions well_

SA A D SD

8. Computers are too di" cult to use to be worthwhile for information-giving
or counseling functions.

SA A

9. Most counselors at this school would feel that a computer could be of use
to them.

SA A D RD

please answer questions 10 through 19 only if you have heard of the CAo project
at your college.

10. Have you ever seen a demonstration of the computer system in operation?

No Yes; if yes, when?

11. Since October 1975, about how many times have you been reminded that CAG is
ava- able? (Specify) If none check here:

12. Have you ever had informal talks with colleagues about CAW? Yes

Have you ever seen any computer printouts that students have obtained?

No Yes; if yes, were they of: college information?

career information?

_both college and career
information?

5 7
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14. Have you personally helped students operate the computer terminal or have
you been present when the terminal was being operated for them?

No Yes

15. Nave you ever had occasion to refer students interested in colleges or
careers to the computer system?

Not yet No Yes; if yes, please approximate how many
you have referred this year and dCscribe the
Arcumstances:

16. Are many students referred to you before or after using CAG either for
orientation or follow-up? Nka; Yes: if yes, about how many students
who have been involved with CAG have you seen this year?

17. Since the introduction of the GAG pro ect and installation of equipment, have
you nOticed any change in the volume or type of interest in college and career
information on the part of students? No; Yes: if yes, please describe
the change(s) both in terms of the number of students and the type of information
requested.

18. Overall, do you feel that CAG is (or can be with some changes ) useful for you
in working with students on careers?

No; Yes. Please explain your answer _

19. Overall, do you feel that CAG is (or can be with some changes
in working with students on colleges?

No; Yes. Please explain your answer

useful for you

20. what kind of changes or additions would you like to see in a perfected CAG
system? (e.g., in information, scheduling, availability, location, operating
difficulty, etc.)

We would appreciate having your name (optional
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CASE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

COMPUTER-ASSISTED GUDIANCE (CAG) PROJECT
COUNSELOR-LIAISON QUESTIONNAIRE, MAY 1976

SECTION I - CAG STAFFING

1..In addition co your regular duties and the CAG project, do you have any other
special assigriments for the 1975-1976 academic year?

No; 'Y'es; please specify:

,2. In your opinion, why were you as gned (or reassigned) the responsibil ty for
coordinating the CAG program at your college?

3. As coodinator of this_s_pecial.Tro_gram to whom are you responsible for reporting?

Please indicate how frequently this year you-h-ve reported on the CAG proje ?

4. In a typical week, approximately what proportion of your time was devoted to:

.
.CAG (all aspects)?

Counseling (not with CAG)?

Other college-related activities?.

5. Focusing just on CAG, what proportion _ of the total time you spent on CAG activities
was devoted to:

Management procedures (scheduling, etc.)

Publicizing CAG (writing ads; contacting counselors, professors,

Recordkeeping for evaluation:

Checking/coding the students1 requests for information input

.
Preorientation with classes, groups, or individuals:

Personally operating the terminal:

Followup activities with students including "decoding" printouts:

,Other:. .; specify:

6. What changes has the availability of the computerized system effected in your general
oounseling procedures, duties, and distribution of time?

5 9
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7. In terms of personnel, what help with running CAC have you had available on s
regular basis? For each position listed, indicate the amount of time and nature of
that person's duties.

Time Major Duties
ros.ition rs. per week) n terms of _tasks in_gnes

8. Please describe any significant changes in personnel during this school year or, if
appropriate, from last year to this year:

9. In the best of all possible worlds, what changes in staffing would you suggest for
this project?

In the usa of student aides:

In the assignment of liaison:

With clerical help:

With other staff professionals:

10. What effect has CAG had on the counseling department in terms of:

Staffattitndes toward computerizing information retrieval:

Division of departmental responsibility:

Number or nature of students served:

SECTION II - STAFF INTEREST AND SUPPORT

1. We are particularly concerned with how CAG is perceived by the counseling department
and counselors.
In general, what seems to be the attitude of the counseling staff to CAC?

Negative somewhat Neutral Somewhat Positive
negative favorable

2. Has the attitude_ of the staff changed substantially since the project sta ed?

No; Yes; if yes, how:

6 0
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3. Approximately what proportion of the counseling department faculty are familiar
enough with CAG to use the system on their ownT

4. In some colleges, staff other than those assigned to CAG have been more or less
involved in the operationhave run the terminal, assumed responsibility for followup
with students, etc. Below, indicate faculty members who have been substantially
involved in CAG.

Position/De artment T- e of Involvement upport

5. Approximately what proportion of students were referred to CAG by cot-

6. Approximately what proportion of students are referred back to their counselor
after having CAG exposure?

SECTION III - GENERAL PROCEDURES

1. Please describe how the counseling and other college staff have been informed of
the availability of CAG. Please append copies of memos to department heads, articles
in staff newspapers, etc.

Which of these were mnst effective?

Which of these were least effective?

2. Please describe the ways in which the student Incly has been informed of the
availability of CAG (indicate general publicity methods as well as more specific
procedures)and append copies of bulletin board notices, articles in the student
newspaper, etc.)

6 1
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Which of these were most effec lye?

-4-

Which of these were least effective?

3 Estimate the percentage of CAG student users recruited in the following ways:

From general advertisements (posters, campus paper, etc

From presentations to classes or groups

From counselor referrals

From referrals by other staff

From other student users

Other ; specify

UOknown

4. If a student is interested in using the computer, generally:

Who explains the computer operations and the computer instructions?

Who makes the appointment for the student?

Who helps students with the Student Study_Guide?

Who operates the terminal?

Who helps students understand the output?

5. The 3-ply paper used in the terminal provides two copies of the output. Is the
student given one copy?

Yes' No

What is done with the second or carbon c y?_

SECTION IV - HARDWARE PERFO _ RVI

1. 'Data Access Systems, Inc. the terminal vendor, says that it will repair tele-
typewriter malfunctions within_ 24 hours. Did you ever need teLcall Data Access
Systems, Inc. this school year?

No; Yes; if yes, on how-many different occasions?
In how many of these instances were repairs made within
24 hours?

62
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2 Rate the extent to which various computer network problems occurred.

Busy signal and/or no phone signal:

55

infrequent occasional requent

Password ected:

n :equent occasional frequent

Cutoff in middle of program:
infrequent occasional frequent

Garbage:
infrequent occas onal rrequent

Other (describe):

3. We are interested in your opinion about the service provided by Time Share
Corporation in solving the computer network problems. Please rate their service nn

each factor below.
oor fair ood excellent

Prompt response to phone
calls for hel.

Courtesy

Willingness to provide
alternatives
Forewarning of possible

roblems

4. If you wish to comment on other, service-related aspects of Time Share Corporation's
operation, please use this space.

SECTION V - OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES

1. Other than enrolled students, have any groups of people used CAC?

No; Yes; if yes, indicate: who:

Number(s) involved:

How they heard about CAC:

2. Have students attending other colleges or high schools used CAG at your scho l?

No; Yes; if yes, indicate the: Number(s) involved:

School(s) involved:

How they heard about

6 3
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3. Is use of the computer by persons other than students at your college encouraged
or discouraged?

---Encouraged;

Please explain why;

Discouraged; Neither encouraged or discouraged

4. What CAG demonstrations or discussions, if any, have.you had with staff from other
CUNY colleges?

Personal visits (specify approximate number and colleges

Phone inquiries (specify approxi ate number and callers

Letters (specify number and writers

5. Please make use of this space to describe other outside activities not covered:

SECTION VI - MATERIALS iIND THEIR USE

1. Please indicate when a student first sees the Studerle e.g., when
making an appointment, when arriving at his appointed time to use the terminal, etc

2. Are the students permitted to borrow the Studept Study_ Guide?

No; Yes

3. In your opinion, is there anything missing from the S_tudent_ $tudy_guide and/or
User's Manual that should appear or that needs to be reviSed? (Consider, for example,
whether a picture of a terminal would be helpful, whether new commands would be useful,
whether "remedies" for malfunctions could be more usefully described! etc.)

6
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4. The Student Study Guide explains the use of this system. Please rate its overall
adequacy in terms of the typical student user at your school:

Reading comprehension level:

easy for the at the average
average -3tudent student level

hard for the
average student

Definitions of commands and in ructions (A,S,E P,I, etc.):

easy for the
average student

at the average
student level

Format (layout and arrangement):

hard for the
average student

poor unsa isfactOry satisfactory good

5. Have you revised and/or abbreviated the Student Study po,qe or the summary sheet
in the back of the book, or devised any other materials for explaining the system

to students?

No; Yes; yes, specify what you did and whether it was effective:

SECTION VII - COLLEGE FILES

In your -pinion, wha- changes could improve the college files?

.2. Overa_1) do you think the four-year and two-year college files are logically
structured and easy for students to interpret?

Yes; _No; if no, please explain:

3. Have you found most two-year and four-year colleges that you feel should be in
data bank are in fact included?

Yes; No; if no, what omissions have you found?

_he
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4. The college files do not include other postsecondary, non-college educational
institutions. Do you feel any such institutions should be included?

No. Yes; if yes, what types?

5. Have you found many errors in the information provided?

No; Yes; if yes, indicate the particular types:

In

SECTION VIII - OCCUPATIONAL FILE

opinion, what changes would improve the occupational file?

2. Overall, in terms of searching for an occupation from the da.a bank, how under-
standable is the structure and content of the occupational file to the average student
in your school?

very somewhat generally very easily
confusing confusing understandable understandable

3. The occupations in the data bank consist of a sample of occupations in the D.O.T.
Does this sample include most of the types of occupations which students are interestedirC

Yes; _No; if no, list significant areas of omission:

4. Does this sample of -ccupations include ones not appropriate or not diverse enough
for students? (Consider jobs of too low or too high a level near redundancies, etc.)

No; Yes; if yes, please specify:

5. This system is designed to be used nationally. Does this limit the value o the
occupational file for your students?

No; Yes; if yes, how?

6 6
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SECTION IX - EFFECTS ON STUDENTS

10 Do you think it would be of significant benefit if students themselves under-
stood the system completely rather than having the help they now get?

_No; why?

Yes; why?

2. Overall, in your opinion -1-lat types of students benefit most from CAG? Please be
specific in 'terms of:

Semester(s)

1 Ability level

Aspirational level

Curriculum (transfer or career)

Other

Overall, in your opinion, what types of students benefit least from CAG? Please be
specific in terms of:

Semester(s)

Ability level

Aspirational level

Curriculum (transfer or career

Other

Have you had any instances where students were resistant to "computerized" information
retrieval?

No; Yes; if yes, how was it manifes ed?

Have you had any instances of "repeaters"?--students who return regularly and
?ersistently?

No; Yes- yes how would you characterize them7_ 7 if

5. Under what circumstances will a student's request for information be batched rather
:ban run when the student can be present (e.g., is this done whenstudent has no time
Ear an appointment? when CAG staff is too busy? etc.)_

P. 1.ease describe the arrangements made for getting information back to a student after
Us request has been batched:

6 7
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8. Approximately what percentage of the students who had batched experience with
CAG had explanations or interpretations of-the output in any of the following ways:

had scheduled followups in a class or a group

returned on their own with questions or additional requests

had scheduled individual followup, with CAG coordinator or a guidance counsel(

had no followup discussions of these types

other: please describe

9. In the best of all possible worlds, indicate whether you would batch students'
requests, and indicate why:

10. Please cite any anecdotal examples that suggest that, for some students, CAG has
resulted in expanded alternatives, options, or plans for the future.

11. Please cite anecdotal evidence that suggests that CAG resulted in a ,cha_nge of
direction, ideas, or plans for the future.

12. Please cite examples that might suggest indirect effects CAG has had on students
as increasing their personal involvement-with staff.

13. Overall, how would you characterize studentsL reactions to CAC?

extremely ne ative neutral positive extremely
positivenegative

6 8



SECTION X - GENERAL IMPRESSIONS, COMMENTS

61.

_vetell, do you feel that the computer has been a valuable tool for you in helping
atudents with career and college plans? If you have any reservations about its
usefulness, would they be changed by improvements in the specific computerized
system employed, by a change in the location of the terminal, or by a change in the
iiiethod of implementation?

Please discuss your views.

6 9
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CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
CASE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Community College - Computer-Assisted Guidance
User Questionnaire

College

Department.or Major

Semester

Dear Student:

ThiS questionnaire asks for your reactions to using the computer for college or
career information. We would like to know your honest feelings, and guarantee
that your responses will be confidential.

Please angwer each question. Either place a check on the appropriate line or
write in your explanation in the space provided. When you are finished, please
put this questionnaire in the envelope provided.

1. How (or from whom) did you first hear about this computer faci y? Check one:

School Newspaper

Bulletin

Guidance Counselor

Friend

Other; please specif

2. Was it difficult to arrange for an appointment to use the computer?

No

Yes; if yes, l'y?

3. Did you see or read the Student S4y Guide before you actually used the
computer?

Yes

No

Not Sure

Counting this time, how many times have you used the computer?

one time

two times

three times

four times

other; if so, how many t
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What kinds of things did you want information about from the computer?
....(Check one or mare

Information about specific college(s)

A list of colleges that meet your qualifications

Information about specific career(s)

A list of careers that meet your qualifications

Other; please state:

6. Were the people who arranged for you to use the computer and those who helped
:-you run it helpful?

Yes..Very Helpful

Somewhat Helpful

Not Helpful

Who operated the computer terminal?

Counselor

Aide

You Yourself

Not Sure

Will you discuss the printout with anyone? No; Yes: if y with whom?

After using the computer, did you get any new ideas about colleges?

No

Yes; if yes, what?

After using the co -puter

No

did you get any new ideas about careers?

Yes; if yes, wha

10. If you asked about colleges, do you think you will apply to any schools that
you learned about from the computer?

Yes No

7 1

N t Sure Did not ask about
colleges



11. If you asked about careers, do you think you will follow up any leads about
careers that you got from the computer?

_Yes No N Did not ask about
careers

12. Overall, how would you rate the usefulne s of the computer for answering
questions abvut careers?

Very Useful

Somewhat Useful

Not Very Useful

_Not Useful

13. Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the computer for answering
questions about colleges?

Very Useful

Somewhat Useful

_Not Very Useful

Not Useful

14. Please write any suggestions you might have for improving the quality or
availability of the computer for giving career or college information.

Name (optional)

7 2
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CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
CASE INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Ilear Student:

This questionnaire asks for your reactions to using the computer for college or
areer information. We would like to know your honest feelings, and guarantee
that your responses will be confidential.

41ease answer each question. Either place a check on the appropriate line or
4rite in your .explanation in the space provided.

Community College - Computer-Assisted Guidance
User Interview

College

Department or Major

Semester

User Name
(optional)

How whom) did you first hear about this computer facility? Check one:

School Newspaper

Bulletin

Guidance Counselor

Friend

pther; please speci

Was it difficult arrange for an appointment to use the computer?

No

Yes- if yes., why?

3. Did you see or read the Student Study Guide before you actually used the
Computer?

Yes

No

Not Sure

Counting this time, how many times have you used the computer?

one time

two times

three times

four timc

other if so, bow many times?_

7 3



=:5. What kinds of things did you want information about from the computer?
(Check one or more.)

Information about specific college(s)

A list of colleges that meet your qualifications

Information about specific career(s)

A list of careers that meet your qua ifications

Other; please state:

6. Were the people who arranged for you to use the computer and those who helped
you run it helpful?

Yes, Very Helpful

-mewhat Helpful

Not Helpful

operated the computer terminal?

Counselor

Aide

You Yourself

Not Sure

Will you,discuss the printout with anyone? No; _Yes: if yes, with whom'

9. After using the computer, did you get any new -deas about colleges?

No

Yes; if yes what?

After using the computer, did you get any new ideas about careers?

NO

Yes; if yes, what?

10. If you asked about colleges do you think you will apply to any schools that
you learned about from the computer?

Yes No Not Sure Did not ask about
colleges
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you asked about careers, do you think you will follow up any leads about

'Caria-rs that you got from the computer7
-

Yes No Not Sure Did not ask about
careers

Overall, how would-you rate the u efulness of the computer for ans ering
,questions about careers?

Very Useful

Somewhat Useful

Not Very Useful

Not Useful

Overall, how would you rate the usefulness of the computer for answering
Auestions about colleges?

Very Useful

SomeWhat Useful

Not Very Useful

Not Useful

Please write any sugges iqns you might have for improving the quality or
-aVailability of the computer for giving career or college information.

ERVIEWER'S NAME

INTERVIEWEE'S SEX:

WHERE INTERVIEWEJ.

DATE

INTERVIEWER'S COMMM

7 5
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DA S I toiraib10 o Night Shieci"j;ti
By DOMINICK CAPOBIA.Neo

The _Office of Career Counsel-
ing and Placement (T-535) has
added a new member to their
start? named DAsr. Her job is to
make it possible for students to
have access to large amounts of
tnforrnation on all types of OCtli-

patiOns, and data-ezt all four Ind
two year colleges. (Data Access
System Incorporated) Ls in real-
ity a teletypewriter hooked up to
a computer bank In New Harrit
shire.

There are four areas that the
student can get information on;

mess caws
Prof. JOE ROGERS woMug with student and DAat.

Friday, October 101 1975

L) information about 40.003 oc-
cupations, 21 on transfering to
four year colleges throughout the
50 state, public or private, 3)
two year colleges and Institutes
and 4) Information on scholar-
'hips that are. available through
Cut ihe tOuntry.

Although you night still:kills
are working and going to school.
DASI edit can be of assistance
to you.

For same of you Kingstorough
is only the first step in further-
hug your-education. Maybe you
are not satisfied with the occu-
pation you are in now. There
may be facts about school. or
yaur occupation that you don't
know about that juat might
change your whole life for the
better.

DASI thrives on work, and if
we do not keep her busy alt the

7troe site may rick trp ard leave -1
i..na Find the time to get o,er and

'meet her, you owe it to your-
selves. =

If you wish to meet roksrs '

bon' aad others from the Adrain-
istrn.tion, and counseling services
here is where to go. Come to the
TzR Dh.ling Room on Nov. 5th
any bine from 7 p.m, to 8 p.m.
All of the people will be there
ready and willing to answer all
the questions that may be go-
ing through your head. Remem-
ber Nov. 5th. Look for posters
around the caropu.s.

DASt is in operation on Tues-
days and Wednesdays from 8

m.-8 pm. Any stuudent wish-
ing to use DAS1 should call
ext. 304, or go to the place-
ment of 3e e. in T-535 and make

. P n appointment.

This Computer Helps Out
By DOMENICK CAYORIANCO

The Office of Career Counsel-
ing and Flocculent (T-535) has
added a new member to their
rtaff. Her name is pAst. Her
job is to make it possible for
students to have access to large
amounts of information on all
types of occupations, -and data
on all foto- and two year col-
leges. DASI (Data Access Sya-
tem Incorporated) is In reality
a teletypewriter hookecl up to
a computer bank in New Hamip-
/hire.

There are four areas that the
student can get Information on:
1) information about 40,000 oc-

t-7-latioransfeeing_to_
cr7etir_p_ges thm3ghad.the

50 states, pub c or private, 3)
twoyenr 5l1ies andii-urtituCca
ujid. -4)-iformatioo_on_scholar

that aie available thrall- -

The large amount of informa-
tion readily available to the stu.
dent and counselor makes it pas-

sible for them to engage in dia.
cussions at a higher -level of
meaning regarthog the funda-
mental basis for decision mak-
Mg about caretTe, and continu-
Ing education.

Prof. .1 pih L Rogers. one
of the career counselors ih the
placement office is coordinating
the operation of the computer.
Prof. Rogers informs us that the
use of a computer like this will
not diminish the personalized
relationship between the stu-
dent and counselor.

All students whether or not
they know what career or col-
lege to go int°, should use the
computer and go over -the in-
formation they get from it with
their counselor. They'll find out
facts that they didn't know.

DASI is in operation on Tues-
days and Wednesdays from 8

p.m. Any student wish-
ing to use DASI should call
ext. 304 or go to the place-
ment office in T.535 and make
an appointment. 7 7
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"WHERE DO I GO FROM HERE?": THE CAREER ADVISORY CENTER

By: Andy Saluga

In the past year, a large number of LaGuardia students asked them-
_aelvea,..."Where do I go from here?" And the record shows that, in 1975,_
more than two thousand students came to the Career Advisory Center
(C.A.C.) for information whieh helped them make decisions about that
question.

The Career AdVisory Center, located in Room 257 (Main Building),
is an important student service. The C.A.C. can provide students with
-occupational and career information, job descriptions and employment
outlooks in various fields, and programs of study at two-year and four-
year colleges.

-Information can be obtained from our career and college files, from
our resource handbooks (including specialty books which deal with
specific areas, such .as community service or the health field) and
perhaps most uniquely, ,.from our computerized information system. By
using the computer, our staff can provide information to meet a studene
specific interests and characteristics. Computer time is available on
Monday and Wedneaday, for both day and evening students.

The C.A.0 staff invites the entire LaGuardia community to stop in,
or call Ext. 477, and use our service. We believe we have infonnation
you can use. (And if we don't have it, -e'll get it!) Our record
speaks for itself.

Ca_ _=er Advisory Center Hours: (M257)

Monday
Tuesday

-Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

TP

9:00-12:00

9:00-12:00
9:00-10:30
9:00-12:00

1:00-8:00
1:00-7:00
1:00-8:00
1:00-6:00
1:00-5:00

(Arrangements can be made.. 1
to schedule additional hou
Call Ext. 477)

7 8
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March 5, 1976

CAREER
ADVISORY-

CENTER
In the past year, a large nummer of

LaGuardia students asked themselves,
Where do I go from here?" And the record
shows that. in 1975, more than two
thousand st udents cam,: to the Ca rcer
Advisory Center (C./N.C.) tor inInrolation
hich helped them make decisions about

that qiiestion.
The Career Advisory Center. located at

the main building in room 257. is an im-
portant student service. The C.A.C. eon
provide stodents with occupational and
career information. job dcscriptioas and
employment outlooks in various fields, and
programs of study at two-year and four-year
colleges.

Information can be obtained from our
career and college liles, from our resource
ilionlbooks (including speciality books
which deal with specific areas, such as
community service or the health fiel(h) and
perhaps most unic uely. ti-om our com-
puterized information system. By using the
computer. our staff can provide information
to meet a student's specific interests arid
characteristics. Cmnpu ter lime is available
tin Monday and Wednesday. for !null day
and evening Simkins.

Toe C.A.C. stall' invites the entire
LaGuardia community to stop in. or call ext.
477, and use our service. We believe we have
ni'orma lion you can nse. (And i we don't

have it, we'll get it Our record speaks for

Career Advisory Center !lours: (M257)
Mond. 9-12 & I
Tues. 1.7
Wed. 9-12 & 1-8
Thu 1 0:30 & 1-0rs.
Fri. 9-12 & 1 5
(Armngements can be made to scheduel
additional hours. Call ext. 477)

Aft

7 9
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ade the Minority Equity Erwi
rise Corporation,- Plata:rod

!lance of Businessmen. New
.rk State Urban Development
Jrporation, Puerto Rican Corn-
unity Development Prvjeet,
ipital Fonmation Harlem Cern-
mwealth Council, Coalition
-nture Corporation, National
.ban League, and the Oppor-

Jnity- Development Association.

Representatives from several
ijor banks will also be on
rid to explain what assistance
ey can offer.

Thio To Host
4.4 cavities Fair
The third annual Student
tivities Fair at the
ights campus will be held
Ohio Field next Thurs-

,, October 23, from noon
3 p./n., and co-coordina-
s Carl "Aylman and Frank
trone promise the event
I be bigger and better

an ever.
ll campus clubs and athletic
iups will be .participating in

Fair which is designed to
anvcase extracurricular actlyi-

i--s. Booths, games and exhibits
I be set up on Ohio Field

. . i plenty of food, music and
nd raising sales will be- /twin-
e. In case of rain, the action
vei into the Student Center.

It will be e great Fair," pre-
. Joe-Williams, Student Ac-
i ly .Counselor in etiarge of
I 2. eluta. "It will give stu-
: ts the opportunity- to -See

.t the various clubs do-and
efully - they will want. to
one or.two."

lion can rm. Ja ,

tension 448.
DEATAI IN 'VENICE

Dirk Bogarde Is 'the professor
infatuated with a young.man In
Luctirio Vieconti's film adapta-
tion of .Thomail Mann's Death in
Venice% _ The - film aall be
screened- Thursday, -October 23,
at 1230 and .7:30 p.m., In room
208, Student Center. Admission
is -50 cents; -with BCC LD., $1

thout.
DANCE DENEFIIN

The .BCC Athietic Aasoeiation
will present The Players Disco,
featuriag Becky "DJ" -Jones, on
Friday, October 24, 9 p.m. to
3 aim, in the Gould Student
Center. The donation, $2.50 in
advance, $3 at the door, will
benefit the basketball team.

GAY- CALL
MeMbers of - the Gay Inte-

erated Group invite interested
men and women to attend their
meetings Thursdays, noon to 2
p.m., in room 317. Tech Two.
The group maintains office space
in 306, Gould.

IIAMS WANTED
Have an international affidr!

Become a ham that is an
amateur radio operator and
talk to people abroad. For more
information call extension 606
or 570.

NURSING LIBRARY
The Nursing Center Library

hours published in the last issue
of The Communicator were- in-
correct. The library -is lopen
MOnclay through Friday, 8:30
a.m. to 4;45 p.m: It Is closed
evenings and SaturdayeaBudget
eutbaelts.have forced the reduc-
tion in -hours.

BLACK 'NETWORK
The Black Network is being

forrneei AD help otudents-eulti-
vate their political, eocial and

8 0

a sponsei
more information . contact-
Center's adminIstratot,-aluelhive
fen Burton, in mons 201 to 3,
extensions -461, -2, or -3.

DISCOUNT TIMES
The New York Timee is for

sale weekdays at the special
price of 15 cents at the service

.desk in the lobby of the Stu-
dent Center and through Vend-
ing machines in the lobby of
Tech Two and the main en-
-trance of Loew Hall. Thh Times-
is a fine supplement to your
favorite newspaper--The Corn-
mankater.

CANDY NEXT
When you've finished The

Times and there's no -Conununi-
eider, a good way to spend
some time is eating candy. And
candy is just what the special
cart in the Student Center lob-
-by dispenses from 10 a.m. to
6 pm.- on class days. Stock Is
ordered weekly to assure fresh-

ASK THE COMPUTER
What colleges in the New

England states offer a major
in Nutrition and Dietetics? What
kinds of occupations in the
health field would make use of
your concern for people but not
require daily mathematic com-
putations? What are some oc-
cupations related to speech
paraology? These are just some

f the questions the Career-
College -computer in roam 307,'
Loew, can answer for you. Stu-
dents are urged Lo make an "ap-

ntment" with the computer
and ask career and study ori-
ented questions: The computer
terminal will deliver a printout
with the Information you we

r
Placement examinations

-

& Physically In .en-
Jenard --Sttidents GA-I07

College Discovery Club GA-301
Committee. Against

Racism GA-101
Film Workshop TT-302
Forensic Society TT-407
French Club GA-201
Gay Integrated Group- TT-317
German Club GA-207
Haitian Student Assn. GA-307
History Club TT-405
LEES. (day) GT-108

- (eve.) GT-11)8
Italian Club Tr-521
Jewigh.Student Coalition T1'-501 ;

Latinos Unidos Club G 103
Music Chill Lq e
Muslim Students
OVrnpus Society
Phi Theta Kappa
Physical Education

Majors AG-4t
Political Science Club -205
Pre-Law Club TT-330
Progressive Labor Party Tr-404 a
Psychology Club TT-206
Puerto Rican Student

Assn. 17-204
Readers Theater
Society of Manufacturing-

Engineers (SME) GT-224
Secretarial Club TT-33_
Seekers 13L-206

TT-303
'rT-331
GT-205

Shutterbugs
Spanish Club
Tau Alpha an-

The Way, Campus
Outreach

Theater Workshop
BL-301

Thtater
Lounge

avel and Tourism SA-201
eteran's Association SA-101

Ling Sociallst.Alliance GA 105

Legend: AG, Alumni Gym; BL,
lisor GA, Gould Annex; GSC,

Gould. Stutlient Center; ar,
Gould 'redly 1; 'GU, Guggenteint;
NH, 'New Hal); SA,' Sage; Tr,
Tech 'TY,"43.
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Counselors

a Vergne Trawi
From:

Date:

Subject

75

1/ 76

Career Advisory Center

The Career Advisory Center will be open duri
the following hours:

Monday -12:00 1:00-8: 00

Tuesday 1:00-7:00

Wednesday 9:00-12:00 1:00-8:00

Thursday 9: 10:3n t: 0-6

Friday -12:00 1: 5:00

Arrangements can he made to schedule additional
hours Do contact Andy Saluga --xt 477) to talk about
how the CAC can serve you.

81
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900 SAM. tv 4,00 p.m.

5:33 p.m. to 000 p.a.

4.24Prisda

9 00 a.m. to 4i00 p.m.

51-3q tu 7 30 p.m.

kLidaY

9:00 a.m. to 4100 p.a .

Art grnonts c he madl
Salngn

24, 1974

the Rol leviDO

t chedul salt a .urs by
t. 477.
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-Computeri_zed Cuidance_Info=System

. Dotc 9 October .1975 _.
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The Choice Center is offering a unique service to it's students
designed to save the student and the counselor time in exploring the
areas of education and vocational information.

Incorporating personal referals by counselors with a computerized
data-retrival system, we are able to give instant access to information
about occupations, two-and four-year colleges.

The student will have a greater amount of information available
in a shorter period of time than was ever before possible. The student
can interact directly with the information because the results are printed
out immediately. This places the decision-making where it belongs, with
the student.

The time saved makes it possible for the student and the counselor
to engage in more meaningful discussions about careers and educational
goals.

The Guidance Information System (GIS) is at our disposal on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 9A.M. to 5P.M. If you are interested in a demonstra-
tion, please contact the Choice Center at 7630. Ask for either Fay Schiff,
our program coordinator, or Paul Siegel.

Enclosed you will find a copy of The Student Users Guide to the system.
If you want more copies, please contact us and we will try to accomodate
you.

cc: Dean Kuhn
Dean Attinson
Dean Cardegna
Dean Habenstreit
Dean Petrone

Mr. Ernesto Loperena

83

715 Ocean Terrace Staten Island / Ne 1 (212)
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STATEN ISLAND COMM ci
Fly COLLEGE

TI II: CITY LINIVFNSITY OF NIM YORK

l'acillty

APPE B-3

December 18, 1975

Dear Participant:

As mentioned previously 4t the meeting on
December 5th, we have a computeriTed Guidance Information
System available in the Choice Ce;Iter (Rm. A-141). This
system is designed to provide occupational information and
can help you to narrow down the range of career alternatives
that might be of interest to you

Arrangements have been nade so Lhat this computer
sys e-- will be available to you n the following dates:

Wednesday - Jan
Monday - Jan

14th -
19th -

Wednesday - Jan 21st

If you are interested,
and schedule an appointment with
Ms. Fay Schiff. When you call f
that this appointment is part of
gram.

RRA: cm

9:00-5:00 P.M.
9:00-5:00 P.M.
6:00-9:00 P.M.
9:00-5:00 P.M.

dly telephone 390-7630
Paul Siegel or

the appointment, mention
the Careers for Women Pro-

A_nc rely,

oslyn Attinson
Associate Dean of Faculty

715 Ocean Ter
5teten Wend Community College of the City University of Nety York le administered by the Bo

84

awn kkold / New York 10301 (212) 3907b 1

d of !helm!' Lduratiiili under the program of the 5tate UnieerNity a NEW York
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Snoopy i nvites you -to check out

his compuitr in Choice Center

foli col ler frol- mat your fufure

(iducaisional god s. Sfop by

A-141 fo sef up an appoinfunf.



COLIZGD
DEPAMLE.Z.I." OF GTUDEi.!T D'2VELOPNEI-r2

CARi RVICES
'DT YOURSELF

=------ -------

Career

81

1. Do you know what an urban :Planner does (Develoips comorehen ive plans for

revitalization of urban camlaunities.)

2. Do you %now how mieh a speech pathologist earns? (Can start at $12:0
with master's decjree.)

Do you knov wha'- a kiss setter does. 'apes and w s candy kisses.)

4. Do you the L. st 'powerful ;mow. in the United Sztes hold-
(Jewsawcr Editor - 1:.atherine 0rohan of the '..7-as1incten Post.)

5. Do you know
architect?

ov many years o eiuction are reruired do becol..e a lanseare
t least a bachelor' s cjree

G. Do you %now /hat a banala s?ottcr does? (works with molds in a plastics
in6ustry.)

OccuJatioral -chlistte ruestions can 'be ansuereci by use of the(Tai

Occulatiosal Outlook Han..lbook and other Career Library
Laterials.)

1. Do you know the job outlook in the career of your choice?

2. Do you %now ne trinia ontions in yoll cereal_

3. Do you know the entrc-nce reçuirer.ents for obtaining employment in the
career of your choice?

4. Do you know the epportunities for advancer..ent in the career of your choice?

5. Do you know the starting salary in the clreer of your choice?

G. Do you know the maximum earning :Dotential in your career?

7. Do You know th -'ng conditions in the career of your choice?

C. Do you know how to e: a resuLe?

Foa RiGhT _ED YOUR COU=IOR

OR

GO TO C Ei1. LT.DRARY LOB7 307

87
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4=:.;x co,a-z=avi COLL=

;4: 1.: a PLADJIDG

KIT OR MISS ? 7 7
WUXL ADO EMIOR ? ? ?

THERE MUST DETTHn '''JA7.11!

COUOSELING SERVICES
EPiR'A'1LL1T OF 'STUDLNT DEVELOPMENT

'ER ADD LIBWIRY 307
_ --

Books, -oamhlets, tar.es, college catalogs. Info on all
occunations, job characteristics, job outlook, earnings.
Ouiet atmosphere: helpfu] people to assist you!

CAREER .1.-0.1L0RATIO0 GROUP

Eeet once a week with other undecided students an1 a
counselor to solve soue of the mysteries of career choice.
Lroac2en knowledc.,e of job worlf:, enplore your, career values,
learn decision-making teohnicues, SIGN 013 HOY at Service
Center or at Career Library: Loew 337.

CAREER IUT2RE5T TESTS
Ask your cou selor low vou can uncover interests and
*references you never knew e.)out before. See how your
interests relate to tile job world.

CAREER coLiPuTEn

Conteuplating z change of curriculum? Looking for a
4-year college that specializes in your interests?
Have cuestions aLout certain careers?
1:ook u 7ith our "Career Comuter'. Lore information
in Career Library, Loew 307.

COmpletely confused?
Information overload?
:Wed help-in getting started?
Reed to crystallize yogr career plan? SEE YOUR COUNSELORMI

TEST YOUR CaREE. COliqP3TELICE

00 E.:Z.4 OF TaIs SLEET

Prof. Anita Daskind Loew 307
Career Plannincj X 254 88

(OVE:1)


